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Murray to get
new channels

r

Strummin'

News
Busy signals are now a thing
of the past as a new call
waiting feature has been
added to the telephone lines
in the colleges and across
campus.

upgrade is complete in midEach student now has the
September, Tressa Ross, option t.o pay by month,
CableComm heard the CableComm's programming instead of the pro-rated, one
cries of its dissatisfied and marketing director, said. semester fee of the past. The
customers and has
Questionnaires for new pay rate for basic cable is
added a wide variety of channels were made avail- $14.59 per month, while
channels to its program- able to the public via the basic and preferred is $35.36
Internet, customer bills and per month and basic and preming.
advertising. Ross said the ferred with seven more chanmost popular choice was nels is $51.53 per month.
BY GREG STARK
Turner Classic Movies.
Ross said many st~dents
STAfF WRITER
"People who enjoy that requested this option on the
Those who bought cable for type of movie probably enjoy questionnaires.
Another difference is in the
use in the colleges this week that (Turner Classic Movies),
noticed changes. Some were but we kept in mind the col- deposit for cable equipment.
-we used to have a $15
obvious and some were not so lege students as well," Ross
deposit
for equipment, but
said.
obvious.
Murray
State
students
will
First, more channels are
we don't have that anymore,"
being added to each level of benefit by now being able to Ross said.
Jennifer Fleener, sophocable. The most notable addi- view popular shows such as
tions to Murray CableCom- South Park on Comedy Cen- more from Cobden, Ill., said
m's lineup are Comedy Cen- tral. Other student favorites she would enjoy the additiontral, Turner Classic Movies, on Comedy Central include al channels being offered to
Fox News and Fox Sports Absolutely Fal;v.tlous, Dr. cable subscribers. She said
South. Other additions Katz, Make Me Laugh, The she would like Turner Clasinclude the Travel Channel, Daily Show, Viva Variety, sic Movies the best.
"The movie channel would
the Sci-Fi Channel, Animal and Win Ben Stein's Money.
Additions in programming be the one I'd like to watch,"
Planet, Pax Net and the
Trinity Network, based out of aren't the only changes Mur- she said. "The only reason I
ray Cab~eComm is making, get cable is because the
Paducah.
The
payment antenna doesn't work. We
These channels will be however.
don't get cable at home."
installed when CableComm's options also have changed.

-cable options: Murray

Seepage
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OpEd
Beth Bradley, a
public relations
major from
Owensboro
discusses the
.....__ _ __, sorority suites
and the injustices that result
when the administration
steps ln.
Seepage
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CollegeL({e
The Murray State Racer
Girls placed fourth in the
University of
Milwaukee/Wisconsin's
Dance Cheer Camp competition last month.

Danny Voweii/The News

Chris Thile, freshman from Murray, practices playing the
mandolin outside Elizabeth College Tuesday afternoon.

Delays complicate sorority rush
The
building of sorority suites
has been delayed, forcing
several sororities to hold
rush events in RSEC.
•Construction:

Seepage

JJ

Sports

BY jAKE BURGESS

The Murray State Racer
football team is gearing up
for another successful year
of conference play.

Seepage
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TheNews Online

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Four sororities arc holding
their rush this week in the
Regional Special Events Center
due to delays in the construction of new sorority suites.
The new complex, to be built

on a p1ot of land on Poplar
Street, is marked off and ready
for construction to begin,
months behind schedule. Sorority members had anticipated
the completion of the suites by
Aug. l.
Murray State hopes to begin
construction on sorority housi~g within the next few weeks.
Don Robertson, vice president of
student affairs, said the delay
is because original bids were
too high and the paperwork the
state requires to rebid for a pro·
ject is lengthy.

Enrollment
predicts
record year
•Enrollment: School officials are wait-

We are improvjng our presence on the Information
Superhighway. Check out
our evolving World Wide
Web page next week at
www.thenews.org.
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ing for the final count, but a 4 percent
increase is possible over last year's
numbers.
BY DONALD LAWSON
AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

This semester, new and old students alike
have noticed an abundant number of cars filling the parking lots and students filling the
sidewalks and buildings of Murray State. This
is because of a big increase in the University's
enrollment.
Phil Bryan, director of admissions, said it is
too early to know the exact number of students
who have enrolled, but predictions have
already come in. "We are predicting a 4 percent increase over last year's enrollment," he
said.
With the increase in enrollment:, University
resources will be stretched. One of these
resources is University housing.
Paula Hulick, director of housing, said all of
the colleges are close to 100 percent capacity,
but she assures everyone will have a place to
stay.
"We haven't had to turn anybody away," said
Hulick. "We are able to house everyone. We
have had no shows, and we are moving people
around accordingly."
With so many people on campus, parking is
a bigger issue than it has ever been. Joe
1,tcas~ see STUDENTS/17

Don Robertson: vice president of student
affairs said the
delay is because
of cost concerns
for the sororities.

"The original bids were higher than expected and we
revised the plan to scale down
the extras," Robertson said.
Robertson said new bids were
made so the sororities would

not have to alter their rent payments to the University.
Four sororities, Alpha Delta
Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Omicron Pi and Alpha Sigma
Alpha, agreed to rent the buildings from the University. They
planned to use them for this
week's rush. To help the sorori·
ties through rush this year, the
University is letting them use
the four corn~rs of the newly
completed RSEC. Murray State
is also allowing the sororities to
use homes owned by the University to hold belongings from

their old houses.
The Univers.ity has finalized
its plans for the two structures
with two sororities in each of
the buildings. Each sorority is
responsible for decorating and
furnishing its side of the building. Each building will have a
storage room, meeting room,
restrooms and a kitchen.
The sororities agreed to the
University housing, because
many of their houses were
declining in condition. The only
sorority to keep its house is
Sigma Sigma Sigma.

RSEC completion nearing,
•RSEC: Only a {ew details

remain to complete the highly
anticipated RSEC.
Bv

EDDIE GRANT

SPORTS EDITOR

After many years of planning,
fund raising, problems with construction, funding and other assorted obstacles, Murray's newest addition, the Regional Special Events
Center, is almost complete.
This is welcome news t.o many
people both around the University
and the city as it has taken almost
Barry Johnson/Guest
ten years to finish. The main part of
the project began in 1990 when the The view from the second level of the northeast corner of the building.
General Assembly approved fund- shows the papers on the chairs which distinguish the owners of those seaing for the project with funds from son ticket seats.
the community economic develop- removable hardwood floor, furniRh- The process by which this is done is
ment bond. Construction on the ing the locker rooms and installing similar to that in the Boston Garbuilding didn't begin until 1995, the scats have been progressing for den. The floor is divided into 4 by 6
and cracks in the foundation caused two months. Two weeks ago the feet sections which can be removed
an extensive delay in early 1996.
Murray State Athletic Department or replaced in six hours.
Once this problem was corrected, held the first open house, which
He said that because of the proxconstruction continued without coincided with ~ lottery for the sea- imity of the Tim McGraw concert
incident and now the building is son ticket holders. Since then there Sept. 26, the floor would not be
just weeks away from completion.
have been several times for people replaced until after that.
Despite not being ready for MSU to visit and choose their seats for
According to Assistant Media
athletics to move in just yet, the the coming basketball seasons.
Relations Director David Snow, the
RSEC has already housed ''Youth"The only finishing touches we scoreboard will be similar to ones
fest," a statewide youth evangelism have left to do are to seal the floor that hang in other arenas, carrying
conference which was held in June. and hang the scoreboard," Kenny ads on the top and bottom as well as
The building became Murray Gibson Operations Supervisor for a continuous statistics ticker which
State property in June and from RSEC, said. " We will take the bas- will run across the bottom. Also, all
that point, work has been under- ketball floor up and make way for four sides will have a screen that
way on the interior to ready it for the lift that will hang the score- can display animations of events
the Racer basketball teams.
board, which will get here someDetails such as installing a time around Sept. 11."
Please see RSEC/17

Ne-ws
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NewsBri~j..~
December
commencement
announced
December Commencement exercises will be held
Friday, Dec. I I at 7:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium with
a rec~ption immediately
following in Pogue library.
The Commencement will
follow the same outline as
the May event with as
many as 500 students partlcipating in it. August graduates may participate in
either the December or
May ceremony.

College of Business
reaccredited
Murray State's College of
Business and Public Affairs
has received reaffirmation
of accreditation of its bachelor's and master's degree
programs in
business
administration from the
International Association
for Management Education. The College will perform ongoing evaluations
for improvement of its
programs.

Insurance company
offers loans
Farmers Insurance is
offering student loans
through 15,000 insurance
agents in 29 states. It offers
loans of up to $25,000 for
undergraduate and graduate education. This fall the
program will expand to
cover loans for private
schools as well as loans for
personal computers. Customers can contact their
Farmers agent or phone
800-778-1921 to obtain a
loan.

Bob Jackson serves
on committee
Sen. Bob Jackson, a Murray Democrat, has been
selected to serve on the
new Subcommittee on
Small Business Regulation
created by the legislation
passed by the 1998 session
of the Kentucky General
Assembly. The subcommittee will study regulations
and report Its findings to
the Interim Joint Committee on Economic Development and Tourism by Aug.
31. Jackson represents Call~way, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman and Trigg
counties in the state's first
senatorial district. Phone
1-800-372-7181 to leave a
message for the senator at
his Frankfort office.

Ne w grants
prese nted

.

:Y:he National Endowment for
the
Arts
announced it granted nearly $60 million in new grants
nationwide. The four new
g~nts awarded are Creation and Presentation,
Planning and Stabilization,
Partnership Agreements
and leadership Initiatives.
Kentucky received the
Creation and Presentation
grant for Actors Theatre
of louisville. Funding for
the grant was provided by
the Kentucky Arts Council
. and the Kentucky Center
for the Arts.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer

New program
to come out
of surplus funds

The Murray State News
August 28, 1998

All in a day's work

-Telecommunications: A
surplus in funds will
program
establish a
for students in the field of
telecommunications.

University. We are putting
money from this program
toward connecting to the Commonwealth Virtual Library."
Brockway said the Commonwealth Virtual Library will be
a way for the libraries at the
state
universities to pool
Bv GREG STARk
resources.
ST~FF WRITER
"This is a program funded by
Because of a grant from the the state to connect all the uniCouncil on Postsecondary Edu- versity libraries together," he
cation, Murray State students said. "It will give greater access
can look forward to a telecom- to journal articles and databasmunications program in the es."
While the Internet is a part
near future.
The University will receive of telecommunications, Brock$3.11 million of $10 million way said the program will be
split among MSU, Western based on higher technology.
"We're really talking about
Kentucky University and Eastern Kentucky University. The audio and video transmission,"
grant will fund the telecommu- he said. "This really involves
nications program, the center the structure for interactive
telebanking,
for telecommunications sys- commerce,
tems management. The pay- telemedicine and distance
ments will be spread out over learning among others. What
economists tell us is the econothree years.
"It will attract quality stu- my will revolve around
dents to the University because telecommunications.•
The funds for the center for
it is unique," interim Provost
Gary Brockway said. "It will telecommunications systems
also bring the University for- management will come from
ward from a technology stand- funds allocated by the Kentucky Higher Education Act.
point."
Dannie Harrison, dean of the All Kentucky state universities
College ofBusiness and Public will receive funds for these proAffairs, said jobs will be avail- grams.
The preparation of the proable for students who choose
gram will involve a three-year
this profession.
"This program will meet a implementation in which
great need in the job market undergraduate and graduate
for graduating students," he programs will be developed;
seminars, conferences and
said.
While some of the money will training programs will be
fund the installation of the developed and a Bureau of
and
Economic
undergraduate and graduate Business
programs, other parts of the Research and a Journal of
grant will fund facilities neces- Telecommunications Systems
sary to house the program, Management will be estabwhich is shared by the College lished.
of Industry and Technology
Murray State hopes to build
and the College of Business a nationally recognized program that will address both the
and Public Affairs.
"We'll be putting in some public and private needs in the
telecommunication laborato- field.
ries," Brockway said. "Some of
Harrison said the University
the students will be interns in hopes to have the first classes
certain departments of the this spring.

new

Danny Voweii/ The NP.ws

Todd Stapleton and Mike Gray, employees of Arrow Electric, work on installing new
feede r lines between Faculty Hall and Lovett Auditorium W ednesday afte rnoon.

Phone books costly to commuters
moved up the date, the students complained the information wasn't correct. It was a
catch-22 situation."
Since the telephone systems
is in charge of all the numbers,
the
telecommunications
department took over the operBY CHRISTINE H ALL
ation.
NEWS EDITOR
Anyone who lives in the colwill receive a phone book
leges
There is some confusion
free
of
charge. Commuters who
about the campus phone books·
to
have access to the
w.
i
sh
available to the students.
phone
books
can purchase
This year, the Student Government Association decided them in the University Store
not to organize the phone books for $1.50.
Jim DeBoer, telecommunicabecause of the amount of work
tions
manager, said the reason
involved.
the
commuters
will be charged
"The representatives spent
the
books
is
because of the
for
most of their time working on
limited
amount
of
books.
the phone book and that was
"Under our contract, we were
taking them away from other
things," Todd Earwood, presi- only allotted around 3,000
dent of SGA, said. "It was just books that were meant for oncampus people only," he said.
too much of a workload."
The University Store bought
Earwood also said many stuseparate
books from the printdents were voicing complaints
ing
service
for the purpose of
about when the phone books
them
available to offmaking
were available to students.
"When we tried to distribute campus students. Commuters
the books later, students com- are being charged for the books
plained they didn't have the to cover the cost the store paid
numbers," he said. "When we for the printing.

-Telephones: The Student Government Association no longer is puttinp
out the campus phone
books.

Even though advertising
from local bt!sinesses brings in
money, DeBoer said the University receives very little profit from the sale of ads.
"We maybe receive $700
which goes back to the information technology center," he
said. "We don't get much
money."
The general information for
the books had to be into the
printer at the end of last
semester. DeBoer said the
administration phone numbers
had to be in the book at the end
of June and the student information in the middle of July.
Bceause of this, most of the ·
information in tho books is
incorrect. DeBoer said he
fought administration to print
out the books in the middle. of
September, but intitead, the
administration wanted the
books ready for the beginning
of school.
The information in the phone
books is also available on the
Murray State website on the
Internet and is updated every
48 hours when corrections are
provided.

Health care closer to a solution
•Health care: At the Aug.
17 Board of Regents meeting a recommendation was
approved to continue negotiations with managed
health care providers.

MSU Health Insurance
Projected monthly employee costs
Note: these projections are(+)(-) an estimated 10%

Company 8

Company A

BY )ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EDITOR-IN·(HIEF

Murray State came one step
closer to adopting a plan for
managed health care last week
when the Board of Regents
approved an administrative
recommendation to continue
the negotiations to adopt a
managed health care program.
Currently the insurance and
benefits committee is negotiating proposals with two companies "A and B." A final proposal is expected to be presented to
the Board during the Sept. 11
meeting. The committee will
then concentrate on finalizing a
plan to take effect Jan. 1.
Joyce Gordon, assistant vice
president for human resources.
presented health care information at the Aug. 17 Board meeting. She said the next steps
include more negotiations with
the providers and providing
information to faculty and staff
members through newsletters
and training services.
"We are very much on track,"
Gordon said. "As soon as bids
are awarded we are anticipating a two-week to three-week
process to finalize the plan
design."
The plan design includes
points s uch as co-pays and
deductibles. The plan includes
t.

Standard Enhanced Indemnity Standard Enhanced
PPO
PPO
PPO
PPO

EE
EE
EE
EE

Only
+ Child(ren)
+Spouse
+ Spouse + Child(ren)

$16
$42
$48
' $80

$36
$78
$88
$140

$46
$95
$107
$168

$31
$68
$77
$123

$53
$1 08
$122
$190

POS

$72
$142
$160
$248

Source: MSU Human Resources
John

a preferred provider organiza- done by the committee, and he
tion <PPO} and point of service cautions employees not to jump
options (POS).
to any conclusions about the
Gordon said the committee is plan until all the facts are in.
trying to offer as many choices
"They have been very declicated
and spent much time and
to employees as possible.
Although many of the faculty effort to sort through the inforand staff have voiced concern mation," Herndon said. "It is
over access to specific doctors also important for people to
and hospitals, Gordon said realize that this is still the
access will not be a problem. beginning of the process."
During the Board meeting, she Faculty Senate President Ann
explained census information Landini also acknowledges the
that was distributed to all the progress made in the managed
potential companies to assure care issue.
"The faculty and staff insurno particular area would be
ance and benefits committee
neglected.
"All in all we are pleased with has done a remarkable job on
the bids," Gordon said. "I have reviewing the proposals preheard a number of people say sented by various companies,"
that it's (the plan) not as bad as she said. "I was very pleased
that the board approved the
they had anticipated ."
Statf Congress President rccvmlllendation."
Landini also said some
Orville Herndon said he is
appreciative of the hard work 'apprehension toward the new

plan is to be expected.
"Change is always frightening
especially in regard to health
care in this country today/' she
said.
Many of the employees
receiving lower salaries or
wages have voiced their concern over the costs of the new
plan. However, University
President Kern Alexander has
made n promise to "save harmless" all employees. This means
any additional health care cost
inflicted upon an employee will
be compensated through pay.
He has repeatedly assured
employees everyone will retain
their standard of living.
The indemnity plan currently
in place at the University cardes with it a projected cost of
$4.5 million for the 1999 calender year. The projected cost of
managed health care is approx-

Simr~nowtiz/The

News

imately $3.67 million, Gordon
said. It was also mentioned at
the Board meeting that Murray
State is in the minority 3 percent of all universities in the
country without a managed
health care plan.
The plan discussed in the
Board meeting also gives
employees the option to keep
the indemnity plan currently
offered through the University.
Student Government President and Student Regent Todd
Earwood said most of the conflict over managed health care
for the University came from
the bad connotation associated
with managed health care. He
also assures students that
although health care will
remain a much debated issue
for faculty and staff, "it will
have no direct or indirect effect
on the students."

New-s
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Brockway named interim provost
•Faculty: Gary Brockway,
former chair of the managing and marketing department, is replacing Jim
Booth as interim provost.
BY DENISE HIGGINS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

President Alexander named
Gary Brockway, former chairman of the department of management and marketing, interim provost for the 1998 - 99
academic year on July 1.
Brockway started a s a professor in the department of management and marketing at
Murray State 22 years ago and
became chair of the department in 1994. He was in
Europe on a busines8 seminar
when Alexander called and
asked if he would be willing to
be interim provost.

"I was pretty shocked but
very honored," Brockway said.
"There was some apprehension
because I would be in charge of
new responsibilities in de'a ling
with new program areas.
Everyone bas been very helpful
a nd very supportive at this
point."
Since taking office in July,
Brockway has adopted many
different projects to prepare
Murray State to better service
students.
"One of the first things we
did was we asked the deans in
each of the colleges to invite us
to tour their facilities and meet
the chairs and, in some cases,
their faculty."
This tour familiarized Brockway with programs and activities with which he was not previously acquainted. Empowered with his newfound knowledge, he tapped into the stu-

Gary Brock-

way: The interim provost for

the 1998-99

school year Is
planning more
projectS to brings

the Jtudents
together.

dents' needs within these colleges and has formed programs
to service these needs.
One such program brings
back the December Commencement ceremony.
Brockway
said more than 500 students
applied .for December graduation this year. Many are unable
to return for the Commencement exercises in May and
would therefore miss a very
important time in their lives.
December Commencement is
one way to service these students.
Brockway outlined other pro-

PoliceBelll
August 21
1:22 p.m. Ufe-Fiight helicopter landed in Stewart Stadium for patient
transport.
4:29 p.m. Craig Phlllip Coles. of Phoenix, Ariz., was arrested for reckless
driving and operating a motor vehicle on a suspended license. He was
lodged in Calloway County Detention Center.

jects he and his two new assistant provosts, Tim Todd, professor of organizational communications, and Bill Price,
professor of education, had discussed. These projects include
the Program of Distinction in
Telecommunications Management and researching alternative scheduling possibilities for
University students.
"I have always been interested in the welfare and best
interest of students," Brockway
said. "I want to help other people meet their objectives at
Murray State."
Todd agrees by describing
Brockway as a "visionary
leader and manger who is
focused on enhancing the quality of this university."
"We are going to become a
major player in the Commonwealth virtual university,"
Brockway said.

August 22
8:19p.m. A woman in the 500-block of College Courts reported having a
hypoglysimic attack. An ambulance was dispatched, but she was not
transported to the hospital.
8:57 p.m. A noise complaint was reported of a car hom in front of Hester
College.
11:06 p.m. Jessica MicMIIe Farraher reported her vehicle vandalized
when she found syrup or a similar substance poured on her vehicle while
parked at the stadium.
August 23
2:40 a.m. A false fire alarm sounded in Elizabeth College.
12:54 p.m. A woman hurt her ankle In front of the Fine Arts Building and
was taken to Clark Hall. No medical treatment was required.
6:41 p;m. There was a complaint of juveniles riding bicycles on the lawn
of Sparks Hall.
10:15 p.m. A false fire alarm occurred in Hester College.
2:25 p.m. Kristina A. Crichton was cited for reckless driving in the Waldrop Drive area.
August 24
7:56 p.m. There was a noise compliant of loud music in the 400 block of
College Courts.

Election draws near
STAF'f REPORT

For the eighth year in a row,
Murray State has received a
top ranking from U.S. News
and World Reports. The ranking released shows MSU holding on to its standing as a tier
1 regional university in the
South.
The University has also
received a sixth-place ranking
as one of the top publi<· universities in the South. It's the
second time MSU has been
ranked in this category.
Murray State shares this
honor with such schools as
The Citadel, James Madison
University and Mary Washington University.
Such factors considered
when ranking schools are rep-

utations, retention rate, graduation rate, class size, student
facuJty ratio and SAT/ACT ,
I
scoring.
Murray State and Bel-$
Jarmine College are the only
two Kentucky schools to make
the regional universities list.
There are 1,400 schools surveyed by U.S. News. About 95
percent of the schools responded to the survey.
The staff double-checks the
data received by the sChools
and compares it with data col~
lected from other sources.
Other schools in the South
that join Murray State as the
top public universities are
Xavier University, the University of North Carolina-Charlotte and Wilmington campuses a nd the College of
Charleston.

•Elections: The November
election race has incumbent Ed Whitfield up
against the Democratic
nominee 1bm Barlow.
Bv

C.D.

BRADLEY

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

From now until November,
The Murray State News will
cover local, regional and state
elections. Every week will
bring an update from the campaign trail, along with the
occasional analysis to help put
it all in perspective. We will
strive to bring our readers
complete
coverage
from
November's most crucial races.
The following is an overview
of the races we will cover.
• Murray Mayor
Retiring State Rep. Freed
Curd is facing Murray City
Councilman Dan Miller in this
nonpartisan campaign.

August25
2:28 p.m. Michael Moode reported the theft of the front wheel of his bicycle while parked at Hart College.
· •
6:16p.m. A citation was issued to Amanda A. Jetson for disregarding a
stop sign by Hester College.
8:26 p.m. A citation was issued to Aloma A Lays for disregarding a stop
sign on Gilbert Graves Drive.
10:23 p.m. A citation was Issued to Lori B. Hayes for disregarding a stop
sign by Hester College.
10:24 p.m. A citation was issued to Richard P. Leveaue for disregarding
a stop sign by Hester College.

• Calloway County JudgeExecutive Democrat Larry
Elkins, who won a crowded primary by a relatively large mar~
gin over four other Democratic
hopefuls, will face Republican
Melvin Henley.
• U.S. Representative, Kentucky District 1 Incumbent
Republican
Ed Whitfield
squares off against Democratic
nominee Tom Barlow, the man
Whitfield defeated in the
Republican Revolution of 1994
to win the sent.
• U.S. Senate
With the retirement of Kentucky's senior senator, Democrat Wendell Ford, two men
who are familiar with the way
Washington works are angling
to replace him: Rep. Jim Bunning, a northern Kentucky
Republican,
and
Scotty
Baesler, the former Lexington
mayor who now serves in the
U.S. House.

August26
10:54 a.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Hester College for a male
student who injured his head after he fell In the shower. He was transported to the Murray-Callaway County Hospital. The student made the
initial call himself.
4:08 p.m. A citation was issued to Spencer Drake Chambers for disregarding two stop signs and no operator's license on hand.
4:55 p.m. A citation was issued to Cart B. Clark Jr. for disregarding two
stop signs and had no operator's license on hand.
6:07 1p.m. There was a traffic accident on Waldrop Drive. No injuries were
reported.
Note: All parking permit regulations will be enforced starting on Tuesday,
September 8. Only one side of the parking permits were printed on and
due to this error, everyone must be advised to have the color portion of
the permit facing the outside from the rearview mirror.
Racer Escorts - 23

Motorist Assists - 7

Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall, ,
news-editor; from materials available to tlie PubliC Safety OffiC8.
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Peoples First
Is Now
Union Planters.
We're Chan~-· g
The Si ns.
Not The
N ext time you walk into People~ First.
you 'II probably notice our new signs. Even
thoueh we're now Union Planters Bank,
our goal of serving your needs has
remained rhe. same.
Peoples First and Union
Planters rna\· have had different names, but we'\'e shared
the same values for yearspersonal attention, innO\'ati\·e products and simple
com·enience. You 'II
recei\'e the same quality

ser\'ice from the same friendly faces. Time~·
decision~ about your banking requirements right here at your local office.
You can even continue to use
your Peoples First checks.
So, even though we
have a new name. vou
won 't feel like a st~ranger.
It's the same experience
you've banked on for
years. with the same
servtce you ve come
to expect.
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Costly and inaccurate are two words
that
come to mind when thinking
What did you do during sum·
about the Murray State 1998-1999
"mer vacation?
telephone directory. This year the
vlh
University took control of the tele·.J
phone directories from the Student
..i.t'
Government Association and decided
Name: Amberly
_ to have the pho'ne books ready for stuMclimore
dents when school began.
~ Major:
It would be nice for students to have
their directories that early, but it will
·: Psychology
not aid the students in any fashion if
•Year: junior
the telephone numbers are incorrect
Hometown:
or not listed, which is many times the
Owensboro
case in the new directories.
" I lived in
All commuter students' phone numAustralia and travelled all over bers are listed under their names, but
have their hometown addresses and
western Europe."
phone numbers. But just because a
student is a commuter does not mean
the person is living at home with parents;
they may simply have chosen not
,... Name: Matt
to live in the colleges.

!• Adamson
Major:

:t:~..J'I •T

I

Psychology
: Year: Senior
Hometown:
Union County
" I worked and
took a trip to Los Angeles."
\

)
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Our Vieu1
Issue: Students had to
purchase telephone direc·
tories this year, where as
last year they did not.
Position: Students should
not have to pay for direc·
tories.
In past years, Murray State provided temporary lists to the students in
the colleges. These lists only included
the names and the four digit numbers
of the students who lived within that
building. This let both teams win. The
University had time to prepare an effi·
cient directory and the students had
numbers of friends in their building.
This also allotted time for the Univer-

AI"'1A'ZtN6'

How SfvDtNTc;

sity to obtain many of the commuters'
phone numbers.
Not only are the directories inaccurate, but they are also costly to the
commuters and offices on campus.
Each student who lives within a college pays a housing fee which will
include the directory, but students
who do not pay the housing fee, such
as commuters, will not receive the
books. These students must pay $1.50
for each directory at the University
Store.
Not that $1.50 will force a student
who is paying hundreds of dollars to
earn an education into debt, but
haven't the students given enough?
The directories include advertisementa from many companies on and
off campus, which were sold by Murray State and the telephone company
who compiled the directory. This
means the University earned enough
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EventuallY, changes will come
...

Name: Danielle
Cubberly
Major: Animal
Science
Year: Sophomore
Homet own:
Chesterton, Ind.
" I worked at a
horse farm and a steel mill."

I
I

i

( Name: Heather- ..
~
·.. ·{----~_
! Tracy
t~
•1 Major:
f Accounting
'_) (·/.'
-.t::r..-..
..;
··~
I
Year: Freshman
I
' .
\
~ -Hometown:
Murray
" I went
shopping, worked and did a lot
of relaxing."
....
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'Progress
•
requ1res
change
In My

Name: Nicole
Layman
Major: History
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Webster County
"I worked, took
summer classes
a nd went to New York City."

•

I

money to produce the directories and
most likely is making a profit from our
directories. Could Murray State at
least give a little token of its affection
to the students who do not live on
campus?
And what if a commuter purchases a
directory so he can get in touch with a
member of a study group, but because
the directories were thrown together
hastily, the study buddy's number is
not listed? That was a waste of $1.50,
which could have gone toward a cheap
meal or gas to get to and from Murray
State.
· For those students who cannot
afford a directory or cannot find a local
number for one of your pals, the only
piece of advice we have is to call the
operator. For on-campus students,
just dial zero and for commuters, dial
762-4400 or, outside of Calloway
County, l-800-4MSU.

•

I
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Directories lack accuracy at high cost

College \lieu)s

I

The Murray Stat e News

The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students under the advlsership of
Joe Hedges. ,Opinions expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers.
These opinions do not necessanly represent
the view of journalism faculty or the University. This Is an official publication of Murray
State University.

Murray State is right on
track now. We as University
students have been waiting
a long time for many of the
improvements we can see
this year. The Regional Special Events Center, com- '
monly known as RSEC, is
now completed. Not only is
this exciting, but the students who partake in the
residential college experience can now enjoy the pleasures of call waiting and
Comedy Central.
There will be no more
searching for seats, while
trying to juggle refresh- ·
ments at basketball games
because the RSEC building
will hold approximately
8,500 students sitting comfortably. The special events

' Central may just be the would see these beautiful
ticket students need to keep suites, and the sorority girls
the colleges popular.
would be able to rush in
Issue: Changes
Other students say the them, but this was not the
added perk of call waiting is case. Why hold a ground
have occured for
students this year. a great benefit for them. breaking a year in advance?
Students have been waiting
Academic improvements
Position: We comfor improvements such as are also lacking this year.
these for a drastically long Hart College was supposed
mend MSU.
time. We agree it was to have a new computer lab,
center will also host such worth waiting for.
complete with Internet
events as professional
Even though we commend access, but this is now postwrestling, musical concerts, Murray State officials for poned until the first of the
rodeos and even ice shows.
coming through with these year.
Although the RSEC build- projects, we can't help but
Career Services is also
ing is a magnificent piece of bring up the promises that preparing an online datawork, many students are still seem fictitious. For base that has yet to be seen.
more excited about being instance, the sorority suites
We understand many
able to lounge on their bunk are not yet built. When the things take time to happen,
bed, vegging-out, while par- ground breaking was held but then again it's just like
ticipating in some serious last March, we figured by graduation. It's a long time
comedy action. Comedy this academic year we coming.

Our V'"ieto

Show respect for Bill
I have heard enough about the
American people help, and I think we
"Presidential Scandal" to last me a
My View
have let Clinton down. I actually feel
lifetime. Yes, we've all read, heard
sorry for the man in some instances. I
and seen about it, but I cannot let it
am a president of an organization on
LORI BURLING
slide by without stating my opinion on
this campus, and I know if I had to tell
the matter. Leave Bill alone!
the world I cheated on my husband,
This entire scandal has made me
not that I have one, I would feel about
very angry and frustrated with the
half an inch high.
American people. I know the president
The media did do its part by informof the United States is supposed to
ing us about the situation, but let it
model a perfect American citizen, but
rest. He is not the only president to
nobody is perfect, not myself, not you
ever
do this and is certainly not going
This whole scandal has made a
as students, not professors and not mockery of the United States. Yes, to be the last. My hometown paper
President Clinton. People make mis- Monica and Bill may have begun the just printed an article stating all of
takes and people pay for them. My charade, but the media and average the past presidents who were known
philosophy is what goes around comes citizens of the United States let it con- to be promiscuous. George Washingaround, and in due time Clinton will tinue. No matter what decisions Clin- ton himself had illegitimate children,
get what he has done back tenfold. ton makes in the rest of his term, but I do not see anyone insulting the
Let's give him a break and let the man there is not one foreign representative first president of the United States.
have a little peace and dignity left.
who will take him seriously. For Other former presidents who have had
My point is simple. His personal life instance, this week Clinton is visiting extra-marital affairs include Abraham
is none of our business. Whatever the Russia to speak with President Boris Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson and John
president decides to do behind closed Yeltsin. Although Yeltsin and Clinton Kennedy. The United States has credoors is between him, Hillary and will probably engage in serious con- ated national monuments to honor
Chelsea. I know many of you have versations, you know that Yeltsin is these men, but do you think there will
probably known someone in your life probably chuckling to himself every ever be a monument for Clinton?
Let's leave it alone. Clinton admitwho has done the same thing and if it time Clinton turns his back.
was your father who did this, would
We may not agree with the morality ted his guil, Monica still is not happy
you want people e-mai1ing jokes about of President Clinton, but we have to and Hillary has declared she will
the matter? Although Clinton did take care of the slack when a govern- stand by her man. Let the scandal end
make a major morality mistake, it ment official makes a mistake. It is between Bill and Hillary.
should be our responsibility to let the called damage control. A country is
man keep his stature so our country is not run only by the president. It can Lori Burling is Viewpoint Editor for
not made a fool of.
only get better and prosper when the The Murray State News

You can't drive down the street
while looking in the rearview mirror. In other words, you can't proceed forward looking toward yesterday.
The same can be s~d about relationships. My relationships with
my school chums have changed
drastically. There are those who I
immediately connected with two
years ago after first moving to
Murray, whom I cannot carry on a
conversation with now. Yet there
are those I literally hated my first
year here that I now regularly
enjoy talking to.
This past summer my "Murray"
friends consumed my thoughts. I
could not wait to get back to the
good ole' times: parties, the people
and my care-free lifestyle from
days gone by. I expected the same
lifestyle for this year.
But circumstances and maturity
have changed me and my comrades. We simply developed different interests while we were apart. I
spent my summer, among other
things, reading classic literature
and gardening while they drank
beer and played spades.
At first I was disappointed to
realize me and certain friends of
mine had grown apart, but I realized diversity is what makes this
life worth living. If 1 can't appreciate my friends for who they are, I'm
not what a true friend should be.
Had I tried to relive my sophomore year. disaster would have
been inevitable. Many of my
friends have either graduated,
moved and/or married. Things continually change. Adaptation,
whether pcrRonal belief lies within
the realm of procreation or evolution, is inevitable.
I want to keep in touch with
these people who have broadened
my horizons. but some fade away
like water under the bridge. Relationships begin, adapt and end.
One must learn to accept this lesson and appreciate the natural life
cycle of things. I may not identify
with the same people anymore, but
they have become a part of me, and ·
I will always hold them dear to my
heart.
Driving to Murray, 1 am always
looking ahead for new and exciting
things, while steering clear of
potential hazards which may lie in
my way. The one thing I rely on as
a constant in my life is the familiar
scenery I see in my rearview mirror.
Denise Higgins is the Associate
Editor for The Murray State News.
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Rodeo asks support from students
An athlete is an athlete
whether he or she is involved
in swimming, running or basketball. Rodeo participants are
no different.
Since rodeo is a sport, and
Murray State does have a
rodeo team, why is this fact
not acknowledged by the
administration on this campus?
If you take a look at the Murray State website you will not
find the rodeo team listed
under athletics, men nor
women. If you search the site
and look up rodeo, you wilJ
only find eight documents on
rodeo and they are not even
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In·My
Opinion
REGINA
CRAGAR
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about the rodeo team.
The same thing goes for the
equestrian team. There are
only two documents on them.
This, in my opinion, is sad.
One would think the school
would be proud to associate
itself with us.

'
As team members, we must
follow the same rules and regulations as other athletic organizations on campus. Our
grades must remain above a
2.0 or we do not get to rodeo.
We do as rodeo athletes
receive scholarships for our
rodeo accomplishments, even
though the ones we do receive
are nowhere close in monetary
value to the ones that other
sport participants receive. Our
scholarships are funded by the
Rodeo Booster Club.
Each rodeo participant is
required to provide his or her
own horse, equipment and
transportation to and from col-

lege rodeos. This gets very
expensive.
There are those in administration who might argue we do
win prize money for our competitions. But, what the
administration does not realize is the money we may or
may not win is hardly enough
to cover our expenses for one
rodeo, not to mention for the
ten scheduled college rodeos
we go to each year.
I think the administration
should make it a priority to
help us with our expenses.
After all, we do compete as the
Murray State Rodeo Team.
This is totally unfair to those

of us who work very hard to school, if they are from Kenmake the University's pro- tucky, or would not have gone
gram look good. We work very to school at all. The reason
hard trying to perfect our they would have gone to an out
skills, and I feel we should be of state school is because Murrewarded for them.
ray State is the only university
I will be the first ·to admit in the state of Kentucky that
Murray State is not known for has a rodeo team.
its involvement with rodeo. To
A person would think this
be truthful, it is not what first fact would be promoted a
drew my attention, but it cer- whole lot better than it is. I
tainly helped to make my deci- would like to say this is very
sion to attend college here eas- degrading and belittles the talier.
ent the Murray State Rodeo
Many rodeo athletes would Team possesses.
have never considered Murray
State if it had not been for the Regina Cragar is a junior jourrodeo team. They would have nalism major from Keithville,
either gone to an out-of-state La.

Promises broken
for sorori.t y suites
Once upon a time there were five sororities who
all had a serious decision to make. One chose to
keep their sorority house while the other four
were lead astray by the lies of the big bad University who promised to build them new, grand
suites in place of their old houses.
If only I could close the cover and this terrible
story would be over. Unfortunately, this is only
'the beginning of a true story. In the spring of
1998, Murray State officials and staff proposed to
the five sororities the construction of suites complete with a meeting room, kitchen and loft area.
This would supposedly be more cost efficient for
the sororities and safer because more than one of
the original houses was in disrepair.
With reassurance the suites would be completed in time for fall rush, four sororities agreed to
use the buildings as their new headquarters. A
ground-breaking ceremony was held in March
and plans appeared to be underway.
But shortly thereafter, it was announced the
suites would not be finished until September and
rush would have to be held elsewhere. Now the
date has been continuously pushed back. The current rumor circulating is that Greek women who
will graduate in December '98 and May '99 may
not see these structures before leaving Murray
State. I really have no choice but to believe these
rumors because as many of you know, the only
change in that vacant lot is a few wooden stakes
that have been driven into the ground. In fact,
probably the only reason they were placed there
was to make it look as thouhg the project is under
way.
instead of saying something clever or beating
around the bush, I am going to be straight forward. I am mad. I'm not upset, my feelings are
not hurt, I don't want to cry. I am mad.
Yes, this University gracefully found "houses"
for the sororities until the suites are completed.
However, they are all farther from campus than
any of the original dwellings. And one of the four
sororities did not even get a house, they were
placed in a meeting room in . the Expo Center.

In M y
Opinion
BETH BRADLEY

Even then, I don't care. We were made a promise
and that promise has been broken. Do you ever
wonder why we pay tuition to a college that lies
and does not respect us?
No, the women from these four sororities do not
make up a large percentage of the total student
population on campus, but we are a part of it In
fact, there are approxiamately 400 of these
women. I might add that most of these 400
women are an extremely active part of this University. One day many of these women will have
children and when those children want to attend
college, the administration had better hope that
more pleasant memories override this deception.
These girls are dedicated to their letters and
most of them commit much of their college
careers to them. Murray State officials need to
recognize this and think about how they would
feel if they were ripped from their homes.
Shame on you Murray State for making this so
much more difficult than it should be. I think one
of my classmates said it best when asked by a
professor about the suites: Murray State is bad,
bad, bad. It's time to wake up and realize you cannot continue to manipulate the truth and expect
this University to continue to flourish.
Perhaps the people who started this in the first
place should get out of their offices and start digging.

..

Beth Bradley is a senior public relations major
from Owensboro.

Women's Center:works to discourage assault
On behalf of the Women's Center, I welcome
you to Murray State. Each fall, I am excited
and invigorated by the many new and returning
faces on campus. May this school year bring
new intellectual challenges and may you find
academic success.
The MSU Women's Center, while supporting
the academic mission of the University, also
focuses on assisting students to grow socially.
We adhere to the basic values ofliberal education, especially respect for others. We are committed to eliminating all types of harassment
and violence that adversely impact the college
experience of those students who are targets of
such inappropriate behavior.
With women now composing more than 60
percent of the students at Murray State, consideration of their basic needs within the education spectrum is an important consideration.
The Women's Center is dedicated to the support
and personal growth of women. Our purpose is
to assist women in facing new challenges,
opportunities and demands encountered in
today's ever-changing society. Our emphases
are on providing counseling, advocacy and education regarding issues particularly relevant to
women. We strive to heighten campus awareness regarding rape and other forms of sexual
misconduct, relationship violence, gender relations, eating disorders and the general status of
women on campus, as well as in society in general. We endeavor to identify, cultivate, encourage and develop female leaders; we promote
gender equity among students, faculty, administration and staff at Murray State; and we pro-

The ultimate goal of such education is to
reduce the risk of future sexual violence. HowMy ()pinion
ever, we also want to encourage those who have
already been victimized to be aware of and take
jANE
advantage of the resources available to help
them recover. Furthermore, we aim to familiarETHERIDGE
ize the campus community with the University's sexual assault policy, including procedures
for adjunction.
During the week of Sept. 28 to Oct. 2, we will
offer an intensive self-defense training program.
Enrollment is limited to 16, so call soon if you
vide support and counseling for targeted indiare interested in participating.
viduals.
Numerous programs, films and discussions,
Each semester, the Women's Center offers a
will be available in the colleges and in many
variety of educational programs aimed at raisclasses throughout the month of September. I
ing awareness, stimulating thought and diaencourage you to get involved in the effort to
logue and helping to create an environment in
make this campus the safest one in the United
which all students feel safe and in which they
States,
one in which all students feel respected
are an integral, valued part. For example, the
and
honored
whenever they say "no" as well as
Women's Center will sponsor Murray State's
"yes."
third annual B.E. S.A.F.E. Week (Be Educated
A calendar of events for B.E. S.A.F.E Week
on a Sexual Assault-Free Environment) Sept.
will
be distributed soon, so be watching. If you
18 to 25. The events planned are aimed at raiswant
to get more actively involved, call the
ing awareness regarding rape and sexual
Women's
Center at 762-3140. Representatives
assault, especially date/acquaintance rape,
from
several
student groups, academic departwhich happens much more often than any of us
ments
and
areas
of student affairs have been
would Like to admit.
working
together
to plan the events for the
These events include: "When a Kiss is Not
week,
but
new
ideas
and energy are always welJust a Kiss," a theatrical presentation by Brown
comed.
University students; a multi-media exhibit
In addition to B.E. S.A.F.E. Week, the Centitled "Unheard Voices" about survivors of sex·
ter's
major educational efforts include raising
ual assault; a faculty discussion on sexual
awareness
regarding physical and emotional
assault; the annual "Take Back the Night" proin
relationships,
eating disorders awareabuse
gram and candlelight march; and the I. C.A.R.E
and
prevention
and
honoring Women's
ness
ribbon campaign.

In

History Month in March. If you .a re interested
in getting involved with theses efforts, please
let us know soon.
I encourage students, faculty and staff who
are interested in issues relevant to women to
visit the Center. Videos, books, pamphlets and
other literature on a variety of topics are available for research, information gathering and
self-help. The students who staff the Center are
knowledgeable, friendly and interested in
assisting you. I urge you to make use of our services and resources. All services are free and
available to all members of the campus community. The office is open Monday through Friday
and is located in Ordway Hall, Suite 201.
In closing, I once again welcome you to MSU.
As a member of this community, you can work
to make it one where everyone feels supported
and where there is communal trust and respect.
In contrast, you can make choices that undermine the community and break down trust. I
encourage you to contribute in positive ways to
this community.
I encourage you to learn, discuss, experience,
debate,
meet new people, challenge old ideas
J
and grow this year. Take advantage of the
opportunities that Murray State provides; get
involved in meaningful ways.
Stop by the Women's Center if you are looking for ways to "make a difference" on campus.
We welcome volunteers and are eager for new
and creative ideas.

Jane Etheridge is the director of the Women's
Center.
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Students
appreciate
call waiting
•Communications:
Call waiting in the col·
leges will offer convenience with no cost to students.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
NEWS EDITOI AND
BETSY GREfR
CONTRIIUTINC

Wanta

Little beeps will now be
interrupting phones in all the
colleges.
Call waiting .is the latest
addition to ~he University
phone system and will guarantee no call will ever be
missed. ·
The Student Government
Association worked with
information communications
over the summer to bring call
waiting to the colleges without having to charge students
for the service.
Todd Earwood, SGA president. said one of the senators
came up with the idea of call
waiting last semester after
looking at other universities
.in the area.
1
' We researched the idea
and talked with communications about offering it as, an
option," he said. "We also
wanted it to t>e free to the students, since they have to pay
for evecyt~ else."

Most students who are
experiencing the new feature
for the first time are happy.
"I thirik it's great!" Brad
Keizer, sophomore from Gifford, lll., said. "Especially if
you have a roommate who has
a girlfriend he calls a lot or a
really popular guy who gets
phone calls:
Keizer, who did not have
the service at his other school,
said waiting for the phone
will not be a burden.
"You're going to have a lot of
phone calls coming in," he
said. "You don't have to feel
guilty about being on the
phone if your rooD).Dl&te needs
it."
Kurt Wojtowicz, sophomore
from Dallas, said he wishes
call waiting had been put in
earlier.
"It's cool," he said. "Now we
know when someone else is
calling."
Jessica Har dy, freshman
from Ma~eld, is not sure call
waiting is the best.
"It has its uses, but I would
l®k at it as more of a necessary evil," she said.
Earwood said all of the
work put into getting call
waiting will be well worth the
time.
"I think .th).a is something
the students will like," he

aaicL
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Conviction
relieves
family

Put your feet up

STAFF REPORT

Three months after their
conviction and nearly a year
after the crime, three Calloway County men were sentenced for spreading racial flyers that littered the ·yard of
Betty and RV Oliver last September.
Barry Dunn and Christopher Mahan were sentenced to
18-month prison terms and
Daniel Porter was sentenced
to a 12-month term for conspiracy to discriminate in
housing and criminal interference. They also must pay
$2,306 in restitution to the
family.
On Sept. 12, 1997, the Oliver
family awoke to find their yard
on Highway 94 East littered
with what was first believed to
be trash. However, when Betty
Oliver sent her four children
out to clean up the mes~. they
returned with at least 50
racist flyers.
RV Oliver and the three
defendants all worked at the
Mattei factory in Murray at
the time the crime took place.
Mahan had access to the copier at the factory and said he
used it to make copies of flyers,
including ofT-color jokes.
The flyers were filled with
racial slurs including a suggestion that the family "go
back to Mrica."
Oliver said in an interview
with the Murray Ledger and
Times this summer that in the
beginning she wanted the men
to be sentenced to more prison
time. She also said most of the
mens' families were crying
durin~ the final sentencin~.
Oliver expressed sympathy
for the families of the convict~
ed.

Danny Voweli/The News

A family takes a b reak in t he Cu rrls Cente r afte r a day of m oving into the residential
colleges.

LBL awaits legislation
LBL, even though many lawmakers said last year would be
its last.
The Senate version of the
Energy and Water Appropriation bill includes funding for
LBL under TVA, while the
BY C.O. BRADLEY
House version does not.
SENia. STAFF WRtnR
Anthony Hulen, press secretary
for Rep. Ed Whitfield (RAB the members of Congress
Ky.
),
said the bill is scheduled
e(\joy their summer vacation,
legislation involving funding to be one of the first to go to a
for the Land Between The joint House-Senate Conference
Lakes National Recreation Committee once the session
Area waits for their return resumes next month.
If the final version of the
Sept. 9.
Energy
a'n d Water bill fails to
In what has become a yearly
include
funding for LBL
battle, the Tennesee VaHey
Authority, which has con- through TVA, both versions of
trolled LBL since its inception the Interior Appropriations bill
in the 1960s, is again in the include funding for the Forest
maniDJ for funding to oversee Service. This ia only if TVA

•LBL: Tennessee Valley
Authority is again vying
for the chance to fund
Land Between the Lakes.

does not receive funding.
This was a key provision in
the "safety net" LBL Protection
Act introduced by Whitfield
and Sen. Mitch McConnell (RKy.) in the spring.
"We support TVA receiving
funding for LBL," Hulen said.
"But if that doesn't happen, we
must insure that there is fund ing for LBL."
In a news release, McConnell
cautioned retaining funding
would be no easy task.
"While funding was included
m the Senate bill, there is a
tough battle ahead in Congress
as members try and eliminate
funding for TVA's non-power
b\,ldget this year," he said.
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• In The Grocery Dept. •
KROGER

TORTILLA CHIPS
20oz. bag

®~ll®
• In The Grocery Dept . •
REESE'S CUP & KIT KAT

CANDY BARS
10 ct. pkg.

Assorted Varieties Frozen
• In The Mea t Dept. •
Sliced

KROGER

FIELD BOLOGNA

PIZZA

®®®

6.6 to 7.3 oz. pkgs.

12 oz. pkg.

BIG K SOFT
DRINKS
12 PACK -1 2 oz. cans

~

• In The Grocery Dept. •
Assorted Varieties • KROGER

em®®®

Assorted Flavors
• In The Produce Dept. •
White

SEEDLESS GRAPES

®®®
• In The Dell Dept. •
ln·Store Baked

for

TOASTER TREATS

DELl COOKIES

6 ct. pkg.

dozen

®®®
• In The Groc ery Dept. •
Assorted Flavors

SUNNY DELimiT
PUNCH
64 oz. btl.

®®®
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Fresh and Crisp

YOUR TOTAl. GROCERY 811.1. :

I
1

•

Wllh this coupon and S25.00 additional purthase. Coupon nplru
: Sepl. 1sl., 1998. Good only 11 your Mu11ay. KY Krooer Slore.

A 1
Jt!!l!.. 1

-----------------------------~
Prices effective Aug. 23rd to Sept. 1st al your Murray, KY
Kroger Store only. Quantity Rights reserved. Kroger Delta Division.

KROGER PRETZELS
9 oz. pkg.

®®®

Volunteer Meeting for The Murray State News at 5:30 p.m. on Sept. 3 in 213 Wilson Hall.
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MSU graduate
crowned queen

Goodbye

Angela Roberts, graduate of MSU, was named
queen of the 67th annual
Kentucky Mountain laurel
Festival in Pineville on May

21.
Sculpture exhibition
planned
An exhibition of sculptures titled Unreal Reality
begins at the Owensboro
Museum of Fine ~rts Sunday from I to 4 p.m. The
exhibition is sponsored by
the Swedish Match and
features
the
realistic
American artist, Marc
Sijan. Unreal Reality will
remain on display through
Oct. I I. For more information call the museum
office at 502-685-3 18 1.

Bluesfest t o be held
this weekend
91.3 WKMS, The Big
Apple Cafe and Kenlake
State Resort Park hosts
this year's ninth annual
Hot August Blues Festival
at Kenlake State Resort
Park today through Sunday. Headliners include
Rod Piazza and the Mighty
Flyers, Kelly Richey, Little
Ed and the Blues, Imperials
and Mike Griffin and the
Unknown Blues Band. For
more information, phone
Marian Dillard at 7624734.

Conference extends
deadline
The
sixth
annual
Philadelphia Music Conference has extended its
showcase
application
deadline until Sept. I0. It
will take place Dec. 2 to
Dec. 5 at the Adam's Mark
Hotel in Philadelphia. For
registration information
caJI (21 5) 587-9550.

Freshmen confront
reality of college
image of college consisted
mainly of harder classes and
parties.
Everyone who has attended
"I also expected the dorms to
' college remembers the feelings be a lot worse than what I got,"
of anticipation and excitement he said. "I was expecting someof beginning college and a new thing more like a cell with big
way of life. Whether going clear community baths at the end of
across the country or just down the halls.·
the road, starting college is an
However, Jackie Harris, hisexciting experience.
tory major from Columbia, Dl.,
However, the excess of stereo- said her college room was
types about college filling the exactly what she expected.
television programs, books and
"It's a nice room and we have
movies could alter what the col- it set up nice," she said. "My
lege experience truly is. When only problem was our air condistudents come to Murray, does tioner was broken when we
everything live up to their moved in and it took forever to
expectations? Also, what makes fix it."
students want to come to MurSara Bailey, biology major
ray State?
from Waterloo, Ill., said she felt
Missy Pamatot, marketing some things on television and
major from Collinsville, Ill., in movies are exaggerated, but
said she feels the image of col- everything is almost exactly
lege campuses on television and what she expected.
movies does alter the reality of
"Usually you hear about colwhat college is really like.
lege as one big party, but you
"I forgot all about classes," are here to learn, too," Bailey
she said. "I just thought about said.
the parties because in the
But what makes students
movies you never see them in want to come to Murray State?
class."
"There are a lot of things that
Shane Smith, engineering set Murray apart from other
major from Paducah, said his campuses," Bailey said. "It is a
B Y B RANDl WILLIAMS

COLUGf liFE EDITOR

wonderful place."
Smith said he decided to
come to Murray because of the
smaller campus. Also, his mother and several other people he
knew came here, and they
encouraged him.
Harris said she came to Murray because of its location.
"It is much nicer and safer
than the colleges in the area of
my hometown," she said. "Also,
it is far away from home."
Bailey said she came here
because her parents came here,
but they did not pressure her in
any way.
"They never even mentioned
it," she said. "I chose it on my
own."
Why they came or what they
expected when they crossed the
city limits no longer matters. It
is what they accomplish when
they are here that is important,
and many already have plans.
"I would like to get involved
with the sports activities," Harris said, "I am also in the honors program and will be
involved with their activities."
"My plans are making friendships, getting good grades and
having fun," Bailey said.

Moving it

Auditions to be held
Auditions for Jesus Christ
Superstar will be held
Sept. 8 and 9. Those who
wish to be considered for
a part must prepare a
song. Performances will be
Nov. 13 to 21. For more
information, contact Lissa
Graham~Schneider at 7624637.

Tobacco producers
take trip
Local dark tobacco producers from western Kentucky and northwest Tennessee participated in a
national tour this summer
as part of the first class of
the United States Tobacco
Company/Murray State
University
Agriculture
Leadership Development
Program. Fourteen class
members spent time in
Washington, D.C., New
York City and Greenwich,
Conn.
Murray State officials
accompanying the group
were Tony Brannon, Jay
Morgan
and
Marilyn
Thomas, all of the department of agriculture.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, Stoff Writer

I

Danny VoweiVThe News

Parents, stude nts, and volunteers at Springe r College grab as much as their arms w ill
hold in an atte mpt to ge t everything up and in its place before classes begin.

Danny Voweli/The News

Elizabeth Fatheree, freshman, and boyfriend, jeremy
Blackford, both from Sale m , Ill., say goodbye Satuday
afternoon in front of Hart College.

Upperclassmen
adopt freshmen ·
BY KRISTIN HILL
STAFF W RITER

The beginning of the fall
semester can be a m~or adjusting time for incoming freshmen.
Everything from finding their
classes to being away from
home can place duress on new
students. They have a lot of
questions and concerns but at
the same time a lot of excite~
ment and anticipation.
In an attempt to calm fears,
answer questions, address con~
cerns and serve as a retention
program, Murray State is
experimenting with the AdoptA~Freshman
program, Don
Robertson, vice president of student affairs, said.
Ideally, Robertson said the
program will consist of one fac~
ulty member "adopting" four or
five freshmen and serving as a
mentor. This could include such
things as having cookouts,
going out to lunch or sending

them birthday cards, as well as
addressing academic concerns.
"The program's goal is to help
the freshmen feel attached to
the University and to guard
against homesickness," Robertson said. "The faculty member
would just make regular contact
in an effort to help them feel
welcome and adjust as comfortably as possible."
Robertson's idea of the pro·
gram would be continuous
throughout the students' college
career. The faculty member
would stay in contact with the
student past the freshman year
and after several years the~e
would be a solid network.
The program will hopefully
get started in the next week or
so and is being sponsored by the
colleges and student affairs.
Presently, it is in the implementation stage.
"To have the maximum
impact," Robertson said, "we
have to get started and make
contact as soon as possible."

Elders give their words of wisdom
B Y REKA AsHLEY
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Many students can remember experi~
encing their first day as a college freshman and the excitement and worry it
caused. Whether it be the headaches
over finding a class or talking to a new
person for the first time, it was a stressful few days especially if no one seemed
to be around to listen. That is why a
number of experienced men and women
on campus have graciously offered some
advice they learned the hard way.
Amanda Buck, junior from Princeton,
said she was very shy when she first
arrived and hopes freshmen will come
out of their shells and go with the flow.
"They should be outgoing and try to
relax and compromise with people when
things aren't going so great," she said.
"Freshmen shouldn't just stay in their

room, they should get outside and experience things."
Another student, Jared Baker, senior
from Mayfield, sugge::;ted freshmen
avoid going home every weekend.
"I think new students should get
involved in clubs and activities on cam~
pus," he said. "They should go to class
and balance the studying with the partying."
Daniel Baker, sophomore from Paris,
Tenn., addressed the issue of living on
campus or commuting from home. He
warned against becoming a commuter,
even though he has chosen that route.
"Live on campus," Baker said. "It's a
lot easier. When I need to stay on cam~
pus for something I hate having to drive
home late at night."
AP. for the decision whether to bring a
car on campus for the first couple years,
Nanette Smith. senior from Ft. Camp~
bell, considers having a car a definite

must.
"1 think if a freshman has a car they
should bring it with them," she said. "It's
really a benefit to have a car to run
errands, and you avoid the hassle of
always having to find someone to get a
ride."
Another important consideration for
freshmen is whether to stay in campus
housing.
Colette Jones, senior from Murray,
thinks living in an apartment is nice,
but it is more fun to live in the colleges
for the first couple of years.
"AP. someone who has lived in a dorm
and an apartment I would advise freshmen to take advantage of the dorm experience," she said. "It really gets you
plugged into the campus life."
Angie Schilling, senior from Perryville, Mo., offered similar advice but
reminded freshmen that friends will not
just appear overnight.
'

"Freshmen have to take the step to
strike up a conversation with people
whether it be on the elevator or anywhere," she said. ''You have to take risks
to meet people."
Schilling also advised sometimes the
best way to help yourself is by helping
others.
"Volunteering to help with an organi~
zation or activity can really make you
feel good about yourself," she said. "At
the same time you are always meeting
new people, so take advantage of the
opportunities."
Overall, the general consensus among
more experienced students is the same.
First time students should make an
effort to get out and experience all the
new opportuniti(~ available to them.
"Don't try to bring home here, but
make here your home," Chris Donaldson, senior from Benton, sajd.
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Boys serve up songs to cruise with
Beastie Boys- Hello Nasty

Music/?el 'ieu;

My first memory of the Beastie Boys was Brandi Williams
walking across my living room and hearing
"Brass Monkey" blaring from my older License to Ill type songs, which almost
brother's stereo. It was the most ridiculous every hard-core fan has told me is the
son~ I had ever heard, but I would always greatest album they ever created, and they
sing and dance when he would play it, can never make one that good again.
It is definitely a "car CD". The type you
which I still do every time I hear any
put in when you're cruising with the winBeastie Boys song.
Normally I can go on and on about any dows down and the bass up. I wish I had
type of music, but for some reason the had this CD in my car this summer when I
Beastie Boys, Hello Nasty, has me baffled. took all those road trips.
Is it Hip-hop, is it rap, is it alternative? I
The problem with Hello Nasty is that
don't know how to classify it, but it is FUN. some hard-core Beastie Boys' fans may be
From the time I have put this CD in, I have disappointed with the more mellow groovy
had a bard time trying to keep myself from songs. Excuse them for trying to be credancing.
ative.
"Intergalactic" is a good example of the
Basically the CD is a good mix of old and
overall feel. There are a lot of the original new. If you are a hard-core Beastie Boys

fan, you probably bought this as soon as it
was on the shelves. However, if you just
like good music that will make you smile,
then I urge you to invest in Hello Nasty.
Hello Nasty: A
T~ F ve CO's o t e Wee
1.Beastie Boys • Hello Nasty

2.Snoop Dogg • Snoop World
J.Kom • Follaw the Leader
4.Lauryn Hill • The Miseducation of
uuryn Hill
S.Rob Zombie • Hillbilly Deluxe
Top Country CD

1.Vmce Gill· The key
Stllel inlonrYtlon proVided by Tm-apin Sta-

tion

Week;.J beat!
Friday, August 28
•Welcome Back Picnic • 1 to 3
p.m. at Woods Hall, sponsored
by the Center for International
Programs and the International
Student Organization.
•Course deadlines- Last day
to enroll in any regular fullsemester course. Class must be
attended on this day if it meets.
Last day to drop any full-semester course with no grade or
change from AUDIT to C.REDIT.

Sunday, August 30
•Bible study - Murray Christian
Fellowship will have a Bible
study at the MCF house at 7
p.m.

Monday, August 31
•Refunds - Last day for a full
refund on books. A sales receipt
is required.·

"Advertising works. Try it!"

state News

Tile M

begins with a Christian music
program at 6 p.m. followed by
speakers from Heath High
School from 7 to 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park.
•Bowling - Red Pin Bowling is
offered at the Curris Center
every Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m.
•Meeting - Gamma Epsilon
Tau, 4 p.m. at the Applied Science Building in Room C1 02.

Wednesday,September 2
•Poster sale - Curris Center,
Second Floor, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
•Shield photos - Senior and
undergraduate pictures will be
taken for the y~arbook, Curris
Center, Third Floor.
•Meeting - College Republicans, Tennessee Room, 4 p.m.
•Worship - Murray Christian
Fellowship will have worship at
the MCF house at 7 p.m.

Tuesday, September 1

Thursday, September 3

•Poster sale - Curris Center,
Second Floor, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
•Shield photos - Senior and
undergraduate pictures will be
taken for the yearbook,Curris
Center, Third Floor.
•Bible study - At the Newman
Center, 6 p.m.
•Prayer In the Park - A nondenominational program that

•Poster sale - Curris Center,
Second Floor, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
•Shield photos - Senior and
undergraduate pictures will be
taken for the yearbook, Curris
Center, Third Floor.
•Meeting - The Nontraditional
Student Organization will hold
its first meeting at 11 :30 a.m. in
the Ordway Hall Comfort Zone.

SOLUTION:
CCopyright 1998 Union Planters Bank. Member FDIC.

131f3 APIJLt CAff

;

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

Welcotne Back
MSU!!

I '

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
Sorr no minors after 9:30 .m.

A VEDA,.

fHt AR~ AND SCIENCf. Of PUf!F HOWER ANO PLA NT [$SENC[S,..

Get Real.>>
Men don'l wont to ~mell perfumey. Or overpowenng. They wont to
smell real- fre sh, cleon, subtle. l1ke Avcdo Pure.fume'" oromos .
Mode from tho essences of reol plants and flowers. With plonts'
ocl•ve St"'>othing and invigorating benefits Without on1mal addil1ves
or petrochcm•col enhancers and stob•l•zers. Our aromas o!trocl but
don'l overwhelm the senses.
lfcur C'or•

I S\;~:1;;:;:,. I ;,;;;;.,~ f~mt"•l

P7h~ W8e/ltial [/)PI
301 N. 12th St.
767-0760
e-mail: essential

&ody Cote

-----cf,;a
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Welcome Back MSU Faculty, Staff and Students.
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Students stay active, healthy
Bv JULIE WOLFE
STAFF WRITER

are all offered through the colleges. Partieipating in college activities builds both the
unity of the college and team spirit, Roberts
s aid. She urges all s tudents to contact the
athletic director of their colleges or to check
for a calendar of events posted in their college.
The benefits of sports are more than just
meeting new people. They also can help stu-

Murray State's campus is full of opportunities for fun and fitness this year. The University is offering many programs to promote
the health of its students.
There are more than 160 different organizations and clubs available to students.These
include a huge variety of activities varying dents shape up. The health benefits of getfrom outdoor recreations like backpacking to ting active should also be a consideration
indoor activities like debate and speech.
when choosing what organization to join.
Many of the colleges are participating in
"Activities are great!" Judy Lyle, RN-C
intercollegiate sports. This could offer new Health educator, said. "They help you stay
opportunities to students in the residential healthy, especially the aerobic ones."
college system to get involved.
Some aerobic activities to consider include
"Residential college sports a1low students jogging, racquetball, basketball and even
of all abilities to participate in a wide range rollerblading. Ro11erblading is a widespread
of sports and they are easily available to all exercise on Murray's campus, with numerous
who wish to compete," Heather Roberts, !"tudents participating daily.
"It gives a full body workout and it's a great
Doug Basham, freshman from Owensboro, skates, past Richmond College athletic director, said.
W at e rfield Library Tuesday afternoon. Basham was skatSports like soccer, softball and basketball activity to do with a group of friends," Lori

RO LLERBLADE
!

ll 0WE0

A

Beckman, junior from Highland, lll., said.
However, students need to remember if
rollerblading on campus, public safety asks
that they please observe signs and restrictions posted, including those concerning
highly congested areas and the pedestrian
bridge. These restriction were made to keep
the number of injuries and vandalism on
campus down and fines of$10 can be imposed
on violators.
Lyle docs cautions students not to get overinvolved. She said the most important thing
is to manage levels of stress and eat properly
and suggests lots of fruits and vegetables and
baked foods, especially for new students worried about gaining weight.
Getting and staying active is a great way to
start the new year. The list of possibilities is
long enough that every student on campus
should be able to find a program or group to
fit their needs, so take advantage of the
opportunities Murray State can provide for
you.

Ing (or e xercise.

Career opportunities higher for graduates
BY SHELlEY STREET
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

Employment opportunities for students appear to be at an all-time high,
according to Career Services.
''As far as opportunities for employment for students, this is the best that
I have ever seen," Gina Winchester,
assistant director of Career Services,
said. "We've had companies come on
campus to interview that haven't been
here in over 10 years. We've had companies making offers as high as 20
and 30 at a time. We h ad Disney in
here. They interviewed 50 students
and made offers to 30 ofthose 50."
Not only are jobs more plentiful,
starting salaries are also higher.
"We've seen just outstanding offers
being made to students, some of the
highest starting salaries we've seen in

the past 10 or 15 years," Winchester
said.
Anne Johnson, coor dinator of
employment, said she bas seen starting salaries this year ranging from
$26,000 to $41,000. Companies h iring
on campus have included Caterpillar,
State Farm Insurance, Kroger Food
Stores and Leggett & Platt.
Winchester said the r eason for the
employment opportu nit ies is the
booming economy.
"Because of the economy, there are
more positions than there are people
qualified," she said. "Right now is an
excellent opportunity for students to
be getting an education and entering
the job market."
Limited staffing means Career Services is unable to contact most
em ployers on an individual basis, but
the employers keep calling.
In fact, a pproximately 30 companies

have already called to sign up for a
career fair on Oct. 22, much ahead of
schedule. Last year, approximately 30
companies attended the fair, but
Career Services expects more this
year.
Career Ser vices serves approximately two-thirds of the student body.
Services are also available to Murray
State alumni.
Winchester said the best thing the
organization does for alumni and students looking for employment is to
provide a resume referral service.
Once a prospective employee has a
current resume on file, Career Services automatically forwards that
resume to employers with the student's permission.
"We're a kind of mini-employment
service," Winchester said.
A database is set up to make it easier to compile a liRt of people who fit

employers' needs.
"If they tell us they want an
accounting major with a 3.0 grade~
point average, graduating in May, we
can actually go into the computer system, query that, go to the files, pull
the records and fax them out," Winchester said. "And we can actually
usually do that within a 24-hour period."
By next semester, Career Services
hopes to be able to offer another
aspect to this system. Already, companies looking for employees are listed
on a web~ite and updated weekly.
Now, the database will also be online.
Those interested in finding employment will be able to submit resumes
over the Internet and update them
online as well. Employers can go to
the site, fill in the requirements for
employment and instantly receive a
list of available applicants and their

resumes. The system will be password
protected so not just any company can
see the resumes.
Another plan for the future is the
implementation of video confercncing
for interviews available through interactive television. Career Services
expects this to be available within two
to four years.
Winchester said students need to
begin making plans for spring semester employment now, and for the summer by January.
All of the services, inclu~g the
laser printing of documents on resume
paper and the mailing of such documents is free to Murray State students and alumni. It is covered
through the University's student
activity fee. Winchester said Murray
is one of the only universities in the
nation which offers such a service for
free.

State University
Housing Employment Opportunity
Residential College Seeurity Guard
Immediate Opening for Weekday
and Weekend Shifts!

This position offers an excellent
opportunity to obtain an on-campus
job with both responsibility and time
to study. The position is open to
those students who have 25 or more
earned credit hours.
Call Terry Burgess at 2310
for more information

Now at the Housing Oflice!

"Lowest Rates in Town"
Ford Authorized
Rental Vehicles
Cars to Vans
Requirements
At least 21 years old,
valid drivers license.
Major credit cards (Visa, Mastercard,
A merican Express and Discover)

Local Pickup available

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
Downtown Murray
(502) 753-5273 Ask for Wade

sunsec Boulevard .M.usic
#7 Dixieland center on Chestnut St. just 1 block from MSU Dorms!II
Monday- Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-0113

..
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Racer Girls place fourth
BY REKA ASHLEY
ASSISTANT (OUEGE LIFE EDITOR

The Murray State Racer
Girls have brought home a
prestigious fourth place trophy from the University of
Milwaukee-Wisconsin's dance
cheer camp which they attended from Aug. 15 to 19.
The camp, which is one of
the largest of its kind in the
nation, brought together more
than 40 college dance squads
to compete in the annual
dance competition.
In MSU's division, the University of Missouri took home
the first place trophy, with the
University of Louisville follow- ·
ing in second place.
"It was a tough technical
competition, but the girls did
• really well," said Doris ClarkParham, coach of the Racer
Girls. "They were nervous at
first with such large crowds
attending the competition, but
when they s tarted hearing the

Danny

Vowell{fhe News

The Racer Girts stretch before practicing a routine In a gymnastics room at Carr Health.

award announcements they
were very excited."
The dance team, which currently consists of nine girls,
did a two-minute· routine
which contained pomming,
jazz, funk and lyrical dance.

Members participated in individual competitioll8 as well.
Captain
Karsia
Team
Slaughter and Co-captain
Adelle Farrell, both of Hopkinsville, received superior
rankings in the individual

competitions.
"I was very excited and overwhelmed at the outcome of the
competition," Farrell said.
"For the time we had to prepare and pull the routine
together, I think we did a very
good job."
"They're improving all the
time, and we are hoping the
placing will give us the chance
to compete in nationals in
Orlando," said Clark-Parham.
She added the girls did compete at a dance camp last year
and received a second place
trophy and a bid for nationals,
but the camp was not of the
magnitude or prestige of the
one they attended at the University of Milwaukee-Wisconsin, and the money needed to
compete in nationals was
unavailable.
Clark-Parham hopes the top
ranking at the nationally recognized camp demonstrates
the talent the Racer Girls
have and will help bolster the

University's support of the
squad.
"If we can get more support
from the University, I believe
we could be one of the top
troops in the nation," she said.
The dance squad currently
has no special fundiog to
attend camps and competitions other than donations
from campus organizations.
"We received a donation of
T-shirts from the University
Store which was a big help
and a donation from Student
Affairs for food,"she said. "But
the girls still paid the $250
cost of camp themselves."
This year the squad can be
seen performing ~t basketball
games, and at the family week
football game, tent city and
with the band during Halloween.
Parham said those interested in becoming part of the
team can attend a clinic on
Sept. 1 and 2, and perform for
tryouts on Sept. 3.

Lochte receives fellowship
B Y TARA SHELBY

Robert
Lochte: The

STAff WRITU

A fellowship from the Smithsonian Institution was awarded this summer to Robert
Lochte, associate professor of
Journalism and Mass Communication.
Lochte said the fellowship
allows him to continue his
study on 19th century American wireless inventors. It will
cover his housing and transportation expenses for two
weeks and also allow him
access to archives which arc
not open to the public.
Lochte applied for the fel-

associate professor of the Journalism and MassCommunication
department was
awarded a fellowship from
the Smithsonian
Institution.

because I thought it was something I would enjoy that might
also further my research interest," he said.

lore," he said.
From there, his interest
expanded to all inventors of
wireless technology, most of
whom were Americans. He
believes his study enhances
the area's history.
"Nobody really dug into it
for 70 or 80 years," he said.

the broadcasted voice came
from the devil, and his material was destroyed.

"It's enough to keep my
Lochte plans to do his study
interest for several more
in February. He said during
years," Lochte said. "It's fun, it
that time of year it will be less
interests me and there are
busy.
some good stories."
Lochte began his study of
Lochte began teaching at
wireless inventors in 1990
Lochte plans to continue his Murray State in 1988. He has
lowship last year after meet- with Murray State's television research after his sabbatical. received two awards from the
ing Elliot Sivowitch, curator of engineer Larry Albert. He He intends to look into stories Broadcast Education Associ&·
the cJectrical collection in the became interested in the topic concerning a Brazilian priest tion for his research and the
Division of Information Tech- after hearing stories about who he believes broadcasted National Broadcasting Society
nology and Society of the Nathan B. Stubblefield. an radio waves before Machiavel- awarded him best video docuSmithsonian. Sivowitch will inventor from Murray in the li, the inventor credited with . mentary of 1997 for his Kenbe Lochte's supervisor during late 19th century.
the invention of the radio. The tucky Educational Television
the fellowship.
"There is some history there, priest's work was overlooked· program on Nathan B. Stub"I chose this fellowship but there is also some folk- because the church told him hlefield.

Get a
degree on
weekends
BY' TARA SHELBY
STAffWimt

Courses for a new maeters
degree JD'OI1'8IIl in otganizatioD&l
commUDication are npw olfei'ed

Murray State in Paducah on the
weekencL
'l1i8 weekender masters PJ'OilUl
iD organiutiolial communieatio
has been uftfted since 1995 at the
Paducah Community College cam.
pus. Thia ran a. ~ m ~th
care JD8U881D811l baa been added
tA> ··~ program for the convenience
ofworJdna atudenta, Vernon Gant~
direetor of graduate studies. said.
Gantt Mid for the laat two II8IDelto
ten there bave been more than
iltudenta 8IU'OlW bJ the pr'011'811l'a
daeees and 160 enrolled in :the pro-gam.
-FUl'ttler growth of the ~
depends totally on new faculty,• he
&aid. "Ricbt now the p~ ia a

ita capacity."
Murray State decided to oWer this
program when it was contacted by
studenta Who wiahed to obtain the
~ on a weekend basis.
students pro'rided a list of names
thoae who nnted to emOU iD the

d--. O..ntt eaicL
fSeVentr to 80 ~of the atu.

dents alreadif lUt.1e•· •~ joba,'"
he said. -rhey are tU:iDi the c1....
es to obtain ptOmOtions.•
The dau ecbedulea nm from 5 to
9 p.m. oa incJap and 9 a;a to
5 p.Dk on Saturdq& MOe meet
aft.e~ ~ four timee
~tbeJemeater.··~ are
at the MSU Criap eentar iD Paclutah.
To be accepted into the program,
students muat have a m&,jor

minor in ..,.ach or oi1J8Bilatioaal
communicatiop. Studellta whe are
.; ,,~ ~-- ·cn.'DQi. .tiQnal
~fa~
aJ.Io be
UDCODditlonaJiy.

m'

..

Welcome Back MSU Students!
This Sunday is MSU Student Day. A Special Service For You.
(FREE Lunch After Worship Service)
Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Dr. Terry Ellis, Pastor
Phone 753-1854

We Offer All The Usual (And Some
Unusual) Activities For You:

Main St.

I

I
I
I

L----

.•

I
I

I
I
I
I

* Bible Study Sunday at 9:30 a .m .
(FREE breakfast each week)
* Ski Trip (offer ed in winter only)
* White Water Rafting
*Retreats
* FREE Sunday lunch es each month
* Special Music Opportu nities

I
I

F. B.C.

I
I
I
I
I

----------------------~

**Sp ecial Service Sunday Night at 6 p.m.**
FBC Choir Top 10 w/ Praise Band.

orts
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Volleyball, football
share ad space
, On this year's Racer
fqotball schedules, both
wallet size and the full size
posters, there will be an
added feature. Head Football Coach Denver Johns~n. agreed to having the
volleyball team's schedule
printed on the ads for
football.
This
should
incr~se the exposure and
attenance for the volleyball
team. The idea was
brought up by assistant
AD Tab Brockman

'Breds baseball
holding tryouts
Any full time student
interested in trying out for
the Murray State 'Breds
baseball team should
attend an informational
meeting Sept. I 0 at 5 p.m.
in Stewart Stadium Room
228.

HSU's Widman on
All-Scholar team
Golf
The
National
<:;oaches Association has
named Jessica Widman,
junior from Mansfield, Tex
has been named to Its
NCAA Division I AllScholar Team.
Widman has been on the
OVC
Commissioner's
Honor Roll in each of her
two seasons at MSU. To
make the All-Scholar team,
athletes must have a 3.40
or better overall grade
point average and be of
high moral character.
I

0

Ready To.
With a stable full of quarterbacks, touted transfers,
team intensity is strong, MSU aims for another OVC title
BY EDDIE GRANT
SI'OitTS EDITOR

Coming off last year's 7-4
record, one that tied Murray
State for second best in the conference, Denver Johnson, who
has had a complete off-season
to prepare, is looking to
This will be Johnson's second season at the helm of the
Racers and with a little bit of
experience behind him and
having last spring and summer
to adequately address the
needs of his football team,
Johnson has made some strides
in filling the gaps he sees in his
team.
The result, a handful of
transfers both from Division I
and 1-AA schools. Three of the
most touted imports are the
additions of Justin Fuente, Eric
Guajardo and Shayne Stevens
at the quarterback position.
This trio has, and will compete
for the starting job against
incumbent QB Dan Loyd. Last
year, Loyd was 144 of 306 with
14 touchdowns and nine inter-

son All OVC team, have been
consistently good in camp. One
of the surprises so far has been
last year's red shirt freshman,
Shadrach Jackson, a 5'10", 250
pound linebacker from Henderson County. Jackson has been
playing the part of number one
outside
linebacker
while
returning starter recovers from
a light shoulder injury.
Another piece of good news
for Johnson is he hasn't lost
any players to the injured list.
"We've had a few guys nicked
up, but there aren't any
Don McQuistion/guest injuries that will keep someone
from being ready to go against
Retumlng Racer quarterback Dan Loyd has some competition Southern Illinois," he said.
this year for the starting Job he had last year from three transThe Racers held their last
fers, Justin Fuente, Eric Guajardo and Shayne Stevens.
scrimmage last Saturday, and
ceptions.
Along with help from trans- afterward Johnson said he
Loyd lost a little bit of ground fers, Murray is returning 12 "saw some good and bad." The
to his competitors by playing starters from last season, head coach said his team
baseball for the Bred's instead including eight members of the looked good on the field, but
of participating in spring prac- defensive unit that was second there is still more room for
tice. As a result, going into the in the nation last year in total improvement. "We're not as
Sept. 5 season opener here defense. Senior linebacker- greased up as we need to be
against Southern Illinois, Chris Vaughn and senior offensively or defensively, but
Fuente will more than likely defensive end Marcus Stepp we've got time to do that,"
·get the nod as starter.
who were named to the Presea- Johnson said.

~

iThese four athletes are

in the Racer Sportlight this
week.
Marcus Stepp, senior
defensive end from Fort
Wayne Ind. and Chris
Vaughn, senior inside linebacker from Tallahassee Fl.
'
were
named to the AIIOVC Preseason Football
Team.
Krista Shumard, junior
from Stewardson Ill. and
Sarah Ernst, junior from
Muskego
Wis.
were
named to the preseason
AII-OVC Volleyball Team.
I

HustlefJfa)'
Barry Bonds joins
exclusive club.
' On Sunday, San Franciscp Giants slugger Barry
Bonds became the flrst
• to hit 400 homeruns
man
and get 400 stolen bases in
a career.
Source CNN/SI.com
f

1998 Schedule
Sept. 5 Southern Illinois
Sept 12 Western Kentucky
Sept.19 @ SE Missouri
Sept. 26 @ Brigham Young
Oct. 3 UT-Martin
Oct. I 0 @ Middle Tenn.
Oct. 17 @ Eastern Kentucky
Oct. 3 I Tennessee Tech
Nov. 7 @ Eastern Illinois
Nov 14 Tennessee State
Nov 21 @ Indiana State
With the onset of the
fall semester, the Racers will
now settle into an afternoon
practice schedule as they prepare for their contest against
the Salukies.
The OVC preseason poll
picked the Racers to finish
third in the conference behind
Eastern Kentucky and Eastern
Illinois.
Johnson said he believes his
team will move up in the poll
but agrees the Colonels are the
team to beat.

Cherry, Rueter among professional Racers
•Athletic Alumni: There are currently
three former MSU Racers who will or are
making their their presence known in the
arenas of professional sports.
BY EDDIE GRANT

Marcus Stepp,
Chris Vaughn,
Krista Shumard,
Sarah Ernst

August 28, 1998
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Next weekend marks the kickoff for the
National Football League, and when all 28
teams take to the field, two former Racers will be
joining them and have a good chance to see some
playing time this season.
Because of off season moves, the New England
Patriots lost All-Pro running back Curtis Martin
to the New York Jets.
This move opened up a door for 1996 MSU
grad Derrick Cullors to fill a gap. In this year's
spring training, Cullors stepped up to the opportunity and will more than likely become the
Pat's third down running back.
The third Racer in the NFL is none other than
Mike Cherry, the man who quarterbacked the
Racers to back to back OVC titles under then
Head Coach Houston Nutt.
With this summer's departure of Dave Brown,
Giants' head man Jim Fassell has tabbed Cher-

ry as the back up to Danny Kannell. This means
it is almost assured Cherry will see some minutes sometime this season.
Switching gears to Major League Baseball,
Murray State is represented well. Kirk Rueter
is currently on the starting rotation for the San
Francisco Giants who are currently in second
place in their division. This fact puts them right
in the middle of the playoff race as the season
begins to come to a close.
The lefty is currently in his seventh year as a
pro. So far this year, Rueter has 12 wins and
only nine losses'with 81 strikeouts and has an
earned run average of 4.56.
Kirk has only allowed 48 walks. His most
recent outing was ten days ago where he faced
off against fellow National League powerhouse
Atlanta.
In six innings of work he allowed seven hits
and five earned runs but only had two walks in
the losing effort.
Rueter started his Major League career with
the Montreal Expos before changing his address
to San Francisco in the middle of the 1996 sea·
Don McQuiston/Guest

son.

For his career as a whole, Rueter has started
120 games, winning 51, and has gone the distance in three. He has a lifetime ERA of3 .91 and
351 strikeouts.

Kirk Rueter is one of the gems of the San Francisco Giants PitchIng rotation. So far this season Rueter is 12-9 with a 4.56 ERA. So
far this season, Rueter has 81 strikeouts on the year, while only
allowing only 48 walks. He has given up 25 homeruns.

Home run ·c hase nothing but a circus
It has many names, including
chasing 61, chasing history, the
race for the record and the final
countdown. Just by. hearing
any one of these phrases you
know what I am talking about.
Of course I am talking about
the
current
competition
between Mark McGwire and
Sammy Sosa to break Roger
Maris's single season record of
home runs.
Not since Cal Ripken broke
Lou Gehrig's consecutive
games record in 1995 has baseball, immortality and history
been on such a crash course. At
t'!lis point in time with less
than six weeks left in the season, I am beginning to wonder
if this chase is a good one.
Ever since Mark McGwire
came to St. Louis his daily life
has never been the same. It has

intentional walks.
He is perfectly healthy but
Sports
has voluntarily sat out games
for inexplicable reasons. His
Talk~
press conferences are few and
far between. He doesn't sign
EDDIE
many autographs anymore.
GRANT
Baseball is exploiting this
man's natural abilities to
increase popularity in a game
that lost a great deal of it in
gotten to the point where Car- 1994. McGwire is nothing
dinal batting practices have more than a high-priced poster
more attendance then some of child.
the games because one man is
Some may not see any probtrying to break one of the few lem with this but in this
seemingly untouchable records "there's no such thing as privaleft in the sport. His life is cy," world we live in, this specunder the most powerful of tacle is degrading the achievemicroscopes .
ment. Everybody is trying to
Television stations nation- cash in on a name and a man
wide arc interrupting regularly who would get nothing for it.
scheduled programs to show Only a brief mention was made
his at bats, most of which at when he got his 50th home run,
this point end in ul}intentionpl a point he has reached in each

of his last three years, a feat no
one in the history of the sport
has done, and it was a mere
footnote to what the world sees
as a higher purpose. Luckily,
the moment was saved by the
fan who caught the ball.
He went up to a team representative and offered the ball to
"Big Mac," free of charge. He
didn't want a bat, jersey, autograph or anything. He knew of
the milestone and gave the only
artifact of it back to the man
who made it happen. His only
reward, the ability to say he
was there.
I guess to look at the lighter
side of this is all the games the
Cardinals play in are selling
out, even on the road. It is
funny to see the crowd on its
feet when McGwire is at bat
but sitting when their players
are up.

I guess the national cons.cicnce
will only let this year be the

time the phrase "root, root,
root, for the home team" is left
out of "Take Me Out to the Ball
Game."
Luckily, McGwire has been
able to keep this whole circus in
perspective and somehow manage to have fun in spite of it.
This is the true love of the
game when a man with the
power of McGwire goes out to
win a game, home runs or not.
On another note, it is my
opinio Mark McGwire will set a
record t not for home,runs but
walks as he is now at 140 and
getting at least two a game.
Sosa, who's stellar month of
May put him in the hunt for the
record, has only 69 walks. My
prediction McGwire 58, Sosa
63.
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Lady Racers volleyball picked third in OVC
•Volleyball: The Murray
State Lady Racer volleyball team starts the season
with a new coach and
seven new players.

BY j ASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Add a new head coach and
over half the women's volleyball squad being newcomers
together, and it equals an interesting and unpredictable
upcoming season for the Lady
Racer volleyball squad.
The Lady Racer volleyball
team finished last year with a
20-12 overall record and a 13-5
record in the Ohio Valley Conference, good for third place.
The squad from last year lost

six letter-winners over the
summer,
including three
starters. Seven newcomers are
looking to take their place.
The Lady Racers were picked
by the OVC coaches in their
pre-season poll to finish third
in the conference. This was
because of th~ir strength in
their returning players.
The returning players are
being looked to heavily for leadership, most notably two players named to the 1998 Presea·
son All-OVC Volleyball Team.
Krista Shumard, junior from
Stewardson, lll., was named to
·the first team after being
selected for the second team at
the end of last season. She Jed
all Racers last season with 357
kills, 384 digs and 907 attacks,
averaging 3.43 kills per game
and 3.69 digs per game. She

was also third on the squad
with 32 aces.
Sarah Ernst, junior from
Muskego, Wis., was named to
the second team after her election to the second team last
season. Ernst had the best hitting percentage among the Racers at .274 and led the team in
blocks in 1997 with 82. She
averaged 2. 73 kills per game
and 0.75 blocks per game last
season.
The person chosen to lead the
Lady Racers to victory this season is David Schwepker.
Schwepker is no stranger to
coaching OVC volleyball after
serving as assistant coach for
Southeast Missouri State University from 1991 to 1995 and
as head coach for Tennessee
State from 1995 to 1997.
Tennessee State had its best

OVC names honor roll
excited about it," said MSU
athletic director E.W. DenniMore than 40 Murray State son. "These kids don't get afterstudent athletes were named to noons off so they have to work '
the Ohio Valley Conference to k~ep their grades up. Our
Commissioner's Honor Roll for goalts to double that total next
the 1997-98 school year.
year."
Students named were:
To be eligible, student athBASEBALL: Shawn Collins,
letes must hold a 3.25 gradepoint average and participate Craig Delk, Walter Harvey,
Randy Jackson, Brad Langdon,
in an OVC-sanctioned sport.
Ryan
Murphy, Daniel Wenzel,
Forty-eight student athletes
Chris
Williams.
received the honor for last
MEN'S
BASKETBALL:
year. The men's team with the
Michael
Turner.
most honor roll students was
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
football with ten. The leader for
the women's side was track and Amy Atcher, Farrah Beach,
Kerri Shields.
field with seven.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY:
Thirty-two of the 48 MSU
Jarrett
Puckett.
student athletes on the OVC
WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNHonor Roll also made the MSU
TRY:
Heather
Haley, Rebecca
Dean's List. To be on the MSU
Stacy
Pintar.
Kramer,
Dean's List, a student must
FOOTBALL: Jody Dewitt,
have a 3.5 G.P.A. or higher.
~r think it's great and I'm
Justin Legleiter, Joshua McK-

STAFF REPORT

eel, Jason Midkiff, Greg Miller,
Brian Mischel, Curt Robbins,
Scott Simons, Chris Vaughn,
Jason Williams.
MEN'S GOLF: Jay Cunningham, Dax Martin.
,
. .
WOMEN S GOLF: Mtkki
McLeary, Jessica Widman.
RIFLE: lryt Troutman, Meegan Vasek.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Brooke
Berryman, Sara Moreno, Kelly
Ryder, Martha Zimmer.
MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD:
Jarrett Puckett.
WOMEN'S TRACK AND
FIELD: Amy Croger, Heather
Haley, Rebecca Kramer, Donna
Parrish, Stacy Pintar, Sarah
Relken, Amy Williams.
VOLLEYBALL: Trena Fish,
Kristi Hoffman, Jill Kennedy,
Krista Shumard.

Quality - Service - Selection
The Ultimate In Sporting Equipment
and Fashion Sports Apparel.
We
Specialize in
Athletic Shoes:
Mens, Womens and
Children's

Largest Selection of Athletic Shoes
Apparel & Equipment in Western Ky

Special Team
and
Organization Discounts

a:.~ut
street

Nike
Reebok
New Balance
Adidas
Asics
.K-Swiss
Converse
Pum.a
Saucony
Fila
Tretorn
Airwalk

Trophies, Plaques
and Engraving
Special Group Prices

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
a p.m.
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ready to play everybody else."

teams have left for the Regional Special Events Center, the
"Some people want us to get a Lady Racers have the second
lot of wins," Schwepker said. largest volleyball only facility
"As long as our kids understand in the NCAA at a capacity of
that playing this kind of compe- 5,500. The largest belongs to
tition will make them better, the University of Arkansas
we will get up against some with a 9,000 person seating
Schwepker does not have an competitive teams and we will capacity for volleyball matches.
easy schedule, with five of the beat them.".
The smallest venue belongs to.
Lady Racers' 19 opponents this
Schwepker wants a consis- Northeast Louisana whose
season that were in last year's
facility only holds 200 people. ·
NCAA Tournament, including tent team for this season.
The Lady Racer volleyball
OVC rivals Tennessee Tech and
"There is going to be good
season
starts Sept. '4-5 at VilSoutheast Missouri State.
ball-handling. We're not going
lanova
Univei'Sity at the VilSchwepker is curious about to be flashy, and we won't have lanova Invitational.
how his young team can handle a go-to girl. What I want to do
Rounding out the poll, South-'
is be consistent; 1 want our prothe tough schedule.
east
Missouri State was picked
gram to have a consistent feel
to
finish
first. They were fol"It's the hardest schedule I've all year long. I don't want any
lowed
by
Tennessee Tech,
ever been involved with," he ups and downs or any big, drasState, Austi.Ii
MSU,
Morehead
tic
changes."
said. "I want to see how we can
Peay,
Eastern
Illinois,
Middle
An
interesting
development
handle the big games. That will
be the key when we get into the for the Lady Racer volleyball Tennessee State, Eastern KenOVC schedule, the toughness of squad is their home in Racer tucky, UT-Martin and Tenour schedule. It should get us Arena. Since both basketball nessee State.

Found~tion gets $100,000
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
AssiSTANT SPoil's

EDtTol

The newly created RACER
Foundation recently received
a large anpnyn:wua donation
from outside the University.
The foundation, a nonaftiliated corporation chartered in JUly 1997 to benefit
MSU athletics and its student athletes, recently
received a $100,000 donation
from an anonymous donor
from outside MSU and Calloway County.
This donation put the total
raised )ly the foundation at
$700,000 in just over one
;year of existence. This has
put the foundation ahead of
ita goal of $1.2 million to be
raised in three years.
RACER Foundation executive board chairman Robbie
Ru dolph said the donation

was specific to athletic academics.
"The donor earmarked the
$100,000 for athletic academics, which means the
money will go to help out the
fifth-year scholarship fund,
the Weaver Center for Academic Enhancement and
other academic programs
within Racer athletics,"
Rudolph said. "We've been
looking for that one donor
who would step up and make
a major contribution. Now
we111ook for that other pacesetter who will donate
$100,000."
· The donation is believed to
be one of the l~st onetime gifts ever given to Raeer
athletics.
MSU Athletic Director
E .W. Dennison noted the
advantages of the RACER

Foundation in relation to the
athletic program.
•
"The RACER Foundation
will be a difference-maker in
our program/' he said. "We
can no longer expect the University or local sources to
cover Murray State athletics.
Over half of the $700,000
that we've raised so far has
come from outside of Murray, Kentucky."
The RACER Foundation
raises money in two ways.
One way is through event
fund-raising and marketing.
Examples of this a re fan
trips to Murray State athletic games away from Murray
and trips to St. Louis Cardinal baseball games.
.
Tile second way is through
tax deductible gifts and contributions of cash and personal property assets.

·cR Boo s & Music
Murray's Largest
General Book & MUsic
Store

Bestsellers 3 5% off
Special Orders Free
r--------- - ----------- - - - -- - -- - ---~,

FR-EE
Murmy

''EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE" ~==

Monday Thru Friday 9 a .m • •

women's volleyball record last
season under Schwepker. TSU
posted a 9-21 record which
included a regular-season upset
of Murray State, the only time
TSU has beaten MSU in 23
tries.

a.m. • & p.m.

Come in for 1 FREE
Cappuccino and Latte
Cou pon Expires September 11, 1998

L-~---------~~------- - ----~--------~
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Women's rowing team added
to roster of MSU varsity sports
•Women,s Crew: After
two years as a club sport,
MSU women's crew will
be a full fledged varsity
sport for the 1998-99
school year.

BY EDDIE GRANT

.

SI'ORTS EOITOlt

The Murray State women's
crew is taking a giant step
forward both for themselves
and Title IX as this year they
will no longer be a club sport
but a varsity one.
This news comes on the
heels of the hiring of Kelly
McMonigle as the women's
crew head coach. McMonigle
comes to MSU with two
NCAA Division I conference
championships under her
belt.

The team just started practice for fall competitions this
week. Fall competitions consist of a 5,000 meter (or 3

,,

mile) course in which fourperson or eight-person boats
compete. The team has been
practicing at its Kentucky
Lake facility, 15 miles east of
Murray.

.

'

·.

.....

··~----.,_. "

•••
__

"The athletes are really
excited," McMonigle said. "
We've got 12 girls returning,
but two of them are going to
vet school in Hopkinsville and
ar en't able to row until
spring."
McMonigle also said the
team has one player injured
so it is practicing with nine
rowers now.
"This is kind of on the low
side," McMonigle said. "You
normally like to have at least
two boats' worth of people in
a varsity program."

Kelly
. McMonigle:
The graduate of
Gonzaga
University who
led crew to
two conference
titles in 1996.

lr4!i. !~.-~
·- . ·.

~~

·r

compete. So far the team will
travel to Tennessee, Indiana
and West Virginia, but
McMonigle said t hey could be
going anywhere in the Northeast or Southeast in a few
years. She said the team will
compete in both four- and
eight-person events.

She also said she has had
many calls from people interested in joining the team.

The team is still getting
used to the Cherokee State
Park facilities. Members are
hoping to raise funds at a
row-a-thon they will hold during the Murray/Western Kent ucky football game on Sept.
12.

Unlike previous years, the
team will be staying close to
home when it goes abroad to

Members of the team will
keep two rowing machines
going throughout the entire

Disc Man

game. The team will take
pledges of donations for its
rowing and all proceeds will
go to the women's rowing program.

"I h ope to establish the idea
that we are a Division I sport
now," McMonigle said, "We
want to build a spirit of competition to that end."
McMonigle is a native of
Boise, Idaho, and is a 1996
graduate of Gonzaga University where she has a degree in
exercise science and rowed for
three years.
With the addition of the
women's crew to varsity
sports the total number of
MSU women's athletic teams
is now seven. The others are
basketball, golf. tennis, volleyball, women's track, with
rifle being co-ed.
This fact balances out a little better to the number of
men's sports, which are basketball, football, tennis, golf,
track and baseball.

Danny Voweii/The News

Taking advantage of the sunny summer afternoon,
Kevin Hawkins, junior from Benton, catches a flying
disc he and a friend were throwing in the Quad
Wednesday afternoon.

MSU ath.l etic staff hires new members
STAFF REPORT

Murray State's department of athletics announced the hiring of the fol~
lowing personnel:
Marlene Metti as assistant women's
volleyball coach, Shar Wilson as
cheerleading sponsor and David B.
Snow as assistant sports information
director.
Metti, a native of Perrysburg, Ohio,
comes to Murray State after receiving
her bachelor of science degree from

Bowling Green State, where she
played for the Falcons for four years.
During her playing career, she bolstered BGSU to a Mid-American Conference championship in 1992 and
earned MAC All-Tournament Team
honor s in 1995.

Her coaching experience includes
two years with the Toledo, Ohio, volleyball club as well as Saint Ursula
Academy in Toledo and at Perrysburg,
Ohio, Junior High School.

She was a four-year player at Perrysburg High School, a lso participating in basketball for four years and
softball for three years. She was the
District 7 Player of the Year in 1990,
named to the All-Ohio Third Team in
1991 and played on three district

Wilson is a member of the Universal
Cheerleading Association. A native of
Florence, S.C., she earned her bachelor of science degree from the University of South Carolina in sports
administration. She was a member of
the USC cheerleading team for two

championship teams.

years and a member of the USC dance
team for two years. She is married to
MSU football assistant coach Eric
Wilson.

He served as a student worker for
MSU sports information for five years
prior to being hired os a full staff
member.

Snow joins the sports information
staff after serving as editor of the twocounty Stewart-Houston Times of
Erin, Tenn. Snow's experience also
includes serving as the first director of
media relations at the University of
Texas-Pan American, where he also
served as color commentator for Lndy
Bronc basketball and UTPA baseball
·radio broadcasts.

A native of Demopolis, Ala., Snow
has served as the sports editor of The
Cadiz Record and as a reporter at The
Demopolis Times . Snow worked in the
MSU sports information otncc for
eight months prior to being hired as a
full staff member. Snow also worked
with MSU spol't{J. infonnatiop as a student worker for five years.
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Direct Reservations 1-800-808-0036

*Swim for ~5 per day from
9a.m.· 10 p.m.
*(limited to availability of space)
Mus register at front desk.

__ ,

r-~~~~~f-ii[n
Guests

Rll seruices free l&·charge ~ confiden t i al.
Please ~11~for an appointment.

Discount

~

753-0700

......._~

1586 cHESTNUT sTREET
lifehous@apeH.net
www.waaj.or g/lifehouse

*20o/0
on rooms
Racer Inn

Hwy641 S.

{

l

( oJ"l
LlifieH
ouse
(~/)
\

Spo~
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lntramurals making some changes
•Intramurals: After a little more than three years
as intercolliegate athletics
director, Sherri Gallimore
has taken a job in
Louisville, tenatively leaving her staff in charge of
intramural activities.

''

The search for a new director
hasn•t started yet but the
department hopes to have a
replacement by October 1.

whelmed in the first month,
and the staff can continue to
run our fall sports as smoothly
as possible" said Gallimore.

No numbers for participation
in softball were available at
press time, but Gallimore said
-8HEJlRI GAu.Diou
the number of softball partici''
pants will at least be as high as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - last year. There are preliminary reports of increased softBY jASON BILLINGSLEY
ball participation in the resiproblem
with
MSU,
but
the
run
the
sports
and
the
office
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
opportunity was irresistable.
until a replacement can be dential colleges.
found.
The rest of the fall intramurThe 1998 fall intramural sea"This was just too great a
al
schedule is very similar to
son at Murray State has some chance to pass up," Gallimore
Gallimore leaving is the realast
year. There will be a total
major changes from previous said. "My time at MSU has son intramural college soccer
of
10
intramural sports in the
years, but it will still contain been great. I wish the best for has been moved from the fall
fall
semester.
Five of those will
plenty of excitement for MSU whoever replaces me."
semester to the spring semesbe
residential
college sports.
students.
ter. She said it would be best
''This all took place last Frifor all parties involved.
All sports are available for
The most notable difference day. The search for a new direcindependent and/or Greek
is the vacancy for the director tor has not started yet due to
"When there are two sports teams. The fall .sports are softof intramural sports. Sherri red tape, but the department is going on simultaneously, it can
ball, twilight softball, Greek
Gallimore, who has carried the hoping to have a replacement be very difficult to run a suctennis, homecoming run, flag
position for more than three before October 1st," she said.
cessful program, especially for football, residential college
years, has just recently left her
a new director," she said.
bowling, co-ed volleyball, eightGallimore will fmish out her
job at MSU for a position at
ball
tournament, Greek rac'The
staff
and
myselffelt
this
final two weeks before leaving
Metro Parks in Louisville.
quetball
and nine-ball tournawould
be
the
best
thing
so
the
permanently. The intramural
new
director
is
not
overment.
Gallimore said there was no sports and recreation staff will

an up e

nes:

The following are the deadlines for which students can sign

up for lnrramural activities. To do $0, contact your residential
college or Jfftk athletic director or contact workers in the
lnter'cofliegate athletics office by these assigned dates.

Softball: Sept. l
'TWIIIIfrt Softball: Sept. II
Greek Tennis: Sept. 17

Homecomlna Run: Oct. 2
Flq Football: Oct. 8
Residendal Collep Bowling: Oct. 9

Nine Ball Town.ment: Nov. 17

'

A Good Thing Consignment Shop
Furniture
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Uniques

SOLUTION:

..~UNION
I'LANTERS
BANK

.

Corner of
12th & Glendale
753-2733

CCopynght 1998 Union Planters Bank. Member FDIC.

Sell it in tile

CJassiJiedsrr ·

~.We,

11ra now Mccepting consignments
Store lto11rs: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mond11y- Saturday
Gray's Fle a kt.
609 1/2 South 4th

WELCOME BACK MSU!!
*Pick it up or have it delivered!

*

LarQe I ToppinQ Pizza
ONLY $.f,'J'J

Antiques; furn & glass
Furniture; new & used
APPLIANCES
TOOLS; new& ues d
BABY ITEMS: turn & misc.
10% OFF STOREWIDE

More Than Just A Copy Shop
~ Banners

~ Laminating

~ Slides

~ Foamcore Mounting

~ :rransparencies
~ Binding

~ Calendars
~ Programs

~ Color Copies

~ Scanning

·

Welcome all
new staff
members of
The Murray
State News

For All Your Copy Needs!
Expires 9-28·98
Please Present Coupon

L~~~~:~~~~~~-----------------~~~~~~!~~~~-~

1301 Chestnut Street
753-7117

Welcome Back
JVIurray S-tate!
Bags
of
Ice

Lergest
Variety ol
Oom. .tlc: &
Import Beer
In West

Available Tuesday, Sept. 1

Sutter Home
White
21nlendel
750ml

On Home Video

$.69

Tennn...

TITANIC

$ - l.blleNa1Kn

"Wrongfully Accused"
IPG-13)

;t

Leonardo DiCaprio
Kate Winslet
OVer $600 Million
at the Box Office

TAKE HOME THE YEAR'S
BIGGEST FILM

Skoal
Vodka

Monday Thru Thursday

1.75 L

9.62

All TAPES (}GAMES

2 for $3 ..00

It- .

-

m-,.,•

·-

-

r

n ·c -

< 7

m acw

•
I
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STUDENTS
Continued from Page 1

Green, director of public safety,
said parking is always a problem at the beginning of the fall
semester.
"Right now it is mass chaos,
which is to be expected at the
beginning of the fall semester,•
Green said. "We do have a
(parking) lot under construction behind the Special Educa-

RSEC
Continued from Page l

like three-pointers.
Aside from University sporting events and music concerts,

tion Building, but it is not close
to completion."
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, said
there are a number of reasons
for this year's increased enrollment.
"Two major reasons enrollment has increased have been
an increase in the number of
people involved in student relations," Robertson said. "Another is the number of scholarships Murray State has to

offer."
Robertson also attributed the
enrollment hike to the addition
of retention programs, the
increased support of Jhe residential college system and the
number of third-party sources
who have endorsed Murray
State as a top university.
"Students are becoming more
involved," Robertson said. "If a
student is involved with a program on campus, they will be
more likely to stay."

negotiations are underway to
try to bring professional
wrestling to Murray. Other
possibilities for events to be
held in the center are ice
shows, rodeos, expositions and
conventions.
The arena as it is laid out

currently can house 8,523 people. The lower level is reserved
chair seating with the second
level being primarily made up
of bleacher seating.
Concession stands and
restrooms are located at each
comer of the floor.

17

Got water?

Danny Voweii/The News

Barbara Blackston, mother of Michael Blackston, freshman from Clarksville, Tenn.,
seeks relief from the heat Saturday afternoon at a water fountain on Cutchin Field.

Classifieds
flig f);)cJcJ!e. )'h

f..'i((\11

'"!)''<<-.! cnmtnjl

~~<ton'

NOTICES
---------------ADS CLUA MP.lmi\"G· Wed. u.c 4p m Ek-ecion.' wtll he hdd
STEEL HUILOI'IGS SAL£ • '\,000+ ~lro
40x60~14 , SFIJ3S; 50'<75xl4, SI0.667,
50l\IOOx11i, $1-\:333. 60xU)()xl6, ~16,293.
\IIIU·Slor.IJ<e bul!difl!". 40xlfl0, 36 untls,
S1!1,175. l'rec: hrochun:s. www $C:OtineJ..
buddtnR!'.<"Unt St:nund ButlcJtnK-'• 1100-327·
Oi90. extension 79.
~TF.EL

liUillllNGS .. ROCK IIO"ITOM

PRICE$' Co<l I:IL,IIJ)' dJR:<, ami s.wl.'. 2'ixj()
53.488. 25x40 ~3)144; 30x44 $'\,3+1, ..i5x'i0
s5.860; 40x6o s7.577; 5-lx90 $12,8118 Other..

J'j(>n<:ef - ~5412 .

STEEL liUIWINGS! STORAGE IIU!tl)..
INGS! Gr.un ur cn•clunc:ry, Sumnl('r dc:tr:anc.,. f';~uury J•roctl 2~'x30', JO''<'IO',
40"x60',

·i~'x70',

'\I 'x\00',

'>S'xi2U',

6()'x175. S;we thou><and'<l Mu.-tliquiU:IIe :u
oncel ~211-9593, ext. 891.

AMERICAN DREAM •

~

your <>Wn tn.,,

u."nR your own PC. Mo 11\lhly ln<.urno.fl<l!"ntLtl PT $2,500 foT $8,000 Snlr.v:~re
purd"'"' f\'fltttred. $3,995 Comcr>otone

HIU. PR08Lf.'o4S' -IKJ0-40fH»4-1 ""' IOZ7
.,.1m-9pm 1 W)'S. Delli wn•nhdltion
k>an,/pr<Jjll".tm.1 av:ubhlc. lbcJ cn:cJit OK.
No .tdv:ux:e fc:e.J Free con.'ulwcimt. Nonpmflr, Low..r p:.tymc:ru:.. Am~nDctx.
HOMfOWNER.'i1 Oc:tx mn:.oiKI:IlKllll Ant·
mw $~,()0()..SIOO,OOO. Tcx> m.tny hlll.v
Hom<:
lmpro,.,lll<!nl.~.
Apply
by
phn~/.H·hour 3ppl'uv-.tl, No equity
rc:quiml I'Llunum C:tpll.tl. lkJO.'S.?3-Sj{,3,
Ofl"n 7 W)'li.V.'WW.plannunll.'llf'lt:II~'Om
NO OOWN PAYMENT/ - Prnhlern n~:elltl
Own th" h!>ltlt' you na:cJ nuw, wtrhnut a
bil( cJnwn r<tynlC'f\l Compll"lc lin;tndn~t if
quahfted. DeG<:O®! Horne Allttnce llJO.

.'lk:xk." It F1oricb.

Spl'l!ll' Bte:lk '99-Sdl Tript, e:atn c:a..d1 It
Go Fn:c:! liTS b. now hlrinjl ~':lmpu~ tep!l.
Lowt:~<~ I""Jidl IO)amak:u, Mexico & F1orid:i ,
C:tll ~ Of Dl'f'ly online: ;Jt

www .-r.l,·.,Lcom

Help Wan1c:d. .Shan Ordc:r Cook Day ot

nighl. Apply :II S;indc ll'~ Oinc:r. 94 f-""1.
PlUMI\ERS NEI!PEO kxtnl!lon ur
IJtlll.Vtlle, c:xcellmt fl:IY & bendltS 80(}.

1!29-660').
A VON • S Money $ M<lfl<"Y S Mc>neyll!a.'l)'
111t't1Kx.b rot o::uninjl Clar.l inc:orrlt'. Toll
rr=~20

WliEN 11-lll RANK SAYS • JIIO' • C:lll u.~.
Con.'<lhc.l:ue debe, 100%&129!9 k>an:.. pur·
du.-.c and n:finan<..:, IWll<...l down elo;ewh.,n.-1 U11l" or no c:qutty, lc.:~n:. for all
<:redtt Mlu~ N!tttnnal Moi1UJI(<: B:tnc,
Inc:, Clll 1•>11 fn:e. AIIR-'WI-!!.3011 Ht.;D Uc
.t72Mt).Oil005, HUD Lie. •11S01-wl03

BORJ!I)' 8ROKE! Bll:E! Come join Ouilllma.' 1\ruund !he Workl Home·&lied Patty
Plan. No mkial inve>~tmcnt. Work <."'OfTIIni.,..
slnn + lx>nu.oe. Abo honklnjll'all p:uties.
H00-264-2166.

MOnJL£ HOME WANS • ~ dov.n, ref>.

naf!CinW'c:quily loans. Fn:e ""lk-tl. kil.
Land.-·h<.>rnc IU!n• Rqx> und a....,umable
l<>ans. G~-en Tre" Fmanc!al, A00-221-8204;
ROO·'i-;4-8717

FOR
-------

SALE

ll<::lut.ful 1JI."akllng {)reo.., .,ith Vcill Two
-.:qutnt'd formal d,.,..ell. Qn., 8r:1nd New!
C:lll 7S3-AA65.
c~mon

HELP WANTED

AS.\I~TAl'tf NEWS EDITOR nc:edc:d (()(
ll\\'3tUulg·wiru\ing IWice wedlly. }oum:lJ..
mm dqtm: 2nd minimum on" ycu'a
new..p:~per ex~ required. Sc:nd
reo.unlCioo 10 ~Ill ~ t"tlllor, the SenHnei·N.,_, PO Box 399, Shelbyville, KY
4006S ll)' sept. 9. EOE.
NO COI.O CAWNG. Rcf<'fT:II ha.'<ill only.

......Xllljll~ fln:andl) ~Ice! <.'Onlpa•

ny ~i«k:l :1re:1 re~M: 10 -""'Vk.-c
11nd cxJXlnd dlelll beL-.:. ln1ur.uKr lxk:k·
~tmund help(ul. Cnmpany pmvldct; 11:1lr-..
•"'I a.nd hcncfot:>. C:ill Bob Taylor, 606-29976'56
ORIVI'.RS: Up to $700/W<.'Ck orienl:llloo
pay. Up 10 35f/mlle to -.un! Gn.-.tt h<:>rnC."ume. AJ!olgncd, ~II CO<Wmt~>n:~l fleet.
I~ f'llrc:twe Opdtlm. Hoyd Bro... Ill().
54~)23. EOE.
I>RJVER~ - Over ll•e Rood, 35 !!Ute<.. J'l;at
Wtlh •l<ks, late modc·l <-unvmtion31•. 3
y......,. cxpenenre. Sun .304' -.jj¢ a mil" +
hencftu<. C:tll !l()044+6{..ui,
N;U~lly-known c:;un.,s ~

DRIVERS

rree uudc .drivcT ~ 1toilh.no
runtr:l4U & no $1immie1ut Por more
dc!:llls. can M(}.86S..7l84.

~

ORJVER.'i/OTR • No NYC, No NP./C:tn:adl,
No l.oadifllVUnloadu1J4, No Bull. Min. 23
yr. w/ I yr. OTR COL W/H;J%mllt P..~M:haU
Truc·k Une~, 800-84!1-1140'1.

()RIVER • OfR bonus, Oendlt.,, mild,
L'<j\lipnll'nt. pay '1l'"t:IUill rr:msport Ius ll
ull!

~

lillJdc:nlll HocJ Mc:yc:t Truck Unoc.

Rcfri~ haulinjl. C:llltoll fm: f177.21J_}
6.i93. ltolo dm~r.o mrua~tonc.

a

~1-"j9<1

~wen!luwnt:r oper.~tors

expc:ricnc-«1

90()..338-6-llR

Ru.'M:ln "xch;u'lle 101U<knu amvm11
AUJIU.'it Ra:om" :1 hcll<l fanuly/AI~F. C:lll
lll().SJlillNG. WWW,,ffiUNG.ORG

TRUCK DRIVERS NEEilED • 160 jclb<
open now, No ~"0111 COL tr.aln111j1 avadable
If quallf'ted f!:lm $~or more HOI'l'IC!
mc..c wmo:OO.. C:tll1!00-4112-4268
ORIVERS, OTR • Yuu mlY h:t""' tned the

n::c now uy the hcod l)ryhox ot

I~

Home: mn.t wt-t:kmd'l! Yc::u round n<kr.c,

full l?t"ndlrs, o(lllcal, dc:ntal, pn:PK.npCinn
t'.ll'tl, 401K/pen.•lon, 90% no-touch, top
p;~y•tllret.,

343-2AA4

lluhhlc: Jo:t 610 iieri~ prtnler. Two
' yean. old. Ex,tllenl concJtllnnf eo.~, wirh
·cASH ' • lnulll"ducc SS fnr Mru,-ntn:d so.'l·
dnwr Ji.'<kc!tc.' for Wmr.Jow.9'S, pet~
lk:mt:nrs nnd tkfCt'l"l.""tl tn.•tu·:anc e d:llms.
cord, and 3 "Xll':l ink cut~. S100!! Fcv
J G . Wc:ni\\'Mh ll88-231 ·5..i7'i
""""" info. <':Ill Ja:;on Bdling'ill)' 111 502-7622914
HO~E LOAN~ FOR \liTERANS 10<m
Purdwc - 90'lio rctll\;lnce. tlptcl S 144,000
WOIH1 TANNING IIF.1J:o> • T.m at home.
C kw.· rJic.;. l'h<.>ne :tpph<-;llton 9 u m. - 6
liu)' du~,1 :tnd >av~ Q,mlllt'rd:tl;hom.:
p.m. <".:~II :'ol<>rtl(:l!(<' Rcsnur~<.'li, II"K'. Toll
unl~' lrnm $199. Low m<>nrhly paymt"nL,.
fn.-, llHI!-U 2-!iCJO-l .
Free! <'•lor <'llt.llog. C:tll h>day 1100-!1421310
HOMl'..EQUllY LOANS • Odll ~uo.<Qiiilol·
1100; 12~ cqul!f loans; ~
wide with bOO OK; p:ty otr l:lilc.h""OOU:K~
lbnkrupc<*-"', !!low credit OK Apply by
------- -------------phone, ftbd< Di:unood-M<'"Pfle, IWJ8...
)9S-J llS..
,Ry.:tn Fncxl1 Company, MurrJy, 1\'Y, i~
luoklnll rm ~tuc.lcnt work('f), from chc ColREFINANCE I'AS11 C>vcr·tll<'·Jlhnnc N<.·t:d
ley.: ~~ lltN!l<.'»,. Apph~'llhon.' urc •v:ul'>«<>nd c-h.1nc-:t'' Cr•:Ju prohlt'nt' - IIJnkropKy - Fora:lilitu"'-"' • OK. Stalttnjl under able~~ t.l<;(T P~nl Orli<'<~
~ - APR. H'173. Plaunum Cap!l:ll. JllalJOnSprttvi llre:ll< '99-Sdl Tnpo, E:lm C:i...h &
wick l..t:ndc::r. ~L£.111() w"'"' pl.nGo ~~ :iludt-m Travd S<:rvk.'ei Is Am\'
inulllCipi!3Lcom
htnng .-:~mpus rep.v jln>up <lfll~ntzer-.
TrJn."111l"IIIIQ0-292~7.

Lowc:.'ll I""JIC:I> (0 JanWcl,

C:illl~.

drp<l"ll,

:t.'l.•tgned

lr.lcl<W~.

Sound good? fl00.346-t'S42, )~. Oudinal
F~iJ!ht C:l.rnc:r.<, COL.A wuh HlZ-M:u
required. EOE.
ORIVERS AND

OWNER~PERATORS

•

Nc:cdc:d with fblbrd exprrinx..., 10 run the

Southno;r. Home ~c:nc.lll. ICmlmal pay,
l(re:lt IJ<!neflt packajlc. C:ill Welborn
Tr:1n.'po<t f100.821).()4'S2
SC.Ol.

.,xt.

DRIVERS, AVERilT EXPRESS • Sl:ut ;11 up
3lf a nuk. Sll':llghl pay. Top 111 3SC 11
mile in :a.• liak 115l4 l1llllllh:;. Horne Wttk·
ly. Tc:n'k bcnrllta. ~7S3. I!OE.
ORM!RS, NOW HIRING! • Home C\lc:ty
weekend. Company cJnvt-n., Sl:lrt .31C ,a
tnU., (Include! .03t honur;). Free ln...uranc;.,. Excdk!nt bcnrllL•. Owner Oper:tiOfl'
• ,Rtf a mile C1nducb .014 bonll.'l) P:tld
fuel t:IXOi & ll~ls. J~Nu·anc:e. av::tillhlo:.
£Pf.S Tr:tnzspoct, 900-948-6766.
I>RM!RS - Hiring driver u:nn=., .,.pm.

10

l.'nct'd dl'ivl.'f!l, & drivt'r lr.llll<'f"i! Home:
nPt wee((ends, full hr.nc:liL•, lOp Jl'IY .mcJ

<'qUI[>Illl'lll. ac.lv-.tncernt"nl <lf'ri>Rl.tnilics.
Experi<!nc.-ed: HOO-~l'SO, ln~pen ·
t"lll.1.-d: fl00.206-7jM. (~m/f)
ORJVERS EARN $74'S/WK. No operi·
~-nee? No probletn! c. 0 I. tr.llnifllt Jl'"O"ided - no employn1<.-nt <'Ontrac;t! w., nttJ
Kenrudcy tr.unl.'<!ll ~nd "xpL'tit:nn-d l<':ln••
or •ingtes right now! !n)-616-'5055.
I>RIVf.RS WAN"IliD: Prot"~-s.,ional OTR I·
yt::~!, "xpenc:nce T/r dm·.,rs. Only the
~ IIIOiiwtcd a.afety-Drio:nl&:d need
:llllllJ, We oilier: bill tn.tcks, hlg llnocl8, hill
rtik3F 2nd me~ Pot mon: infornwlon

on our

<411-:st:~tc: oper;~tion.

C:lll Elite:

Exprell..., 1!()()..44t-4W!.
AIR FORCE TRAINING • F.xJ"'f'i.,nre and
hdp you re"J<"h your I(OOb.
Find out more. F\>r .J htt informahon
pack:lge cill 900-42}-USAP.

t'<.kK-~lloo e2n

GEll'oiAN sn:oENT 1nd Olhcr Sondin:avbn. F.ui"Opl.'atl. South Allll'ric:lll. Asian,

TRAVEL
----------A BI!AtmFt:L CANI>lJ':IlGHT • Okl FOI5h-

loncd Wt.-ddln11 Chapel (WerlooJc"ll o--,
Smoky M<>Untun•. 1111 HClllie-llr-Jwn '-"iff·
fOAl:, Clhln.c, 1;1'\lnJ, ordained mln~,,c.,.,
no
H~nl~nd ~7 !VOWS)
llUp://~>nd t.•om/hean.
HILTON HEAD {)J:;coUJirT REm'AI.~ · I·
6 bedroom oc:e:~n vilh• and hnrncs on
Hiluln Ht.':ld bland. All wllh puols Ill
pnce:1 to pl.,ao;e uny budj;tc:t. l'ree
l>rodrure, ~5-86(~ .

lt:lll.•.

GET MARRIED • smoky Mounwn., Jf'C3,i
mos1 he:lullful t·h.tpt"L1, urd:tln~-d nun.,._
tern, rompll"le urr~ngement.•. honc·y·
monn/tamily '-:~btn.,, ~.lthtakln11 vic-.
Wedding ~rr.lngl.'llll.'rlt.~ R00-89.}7274 .
V:k':ltion kxJgina. 10>-634-~14
PANAMA OTY HF.ACH, Ft. S;~ndplpt'l'·
Relcon &lch Metion, from $39 . Lazy nn-r

rid!:, ~· hc-Jchfrom, 3 pool- CI Indoor),
hOI tub, bUll"" up to 10 peopl.,. f!ClO""'"''·
AA28. WWW-"'ln<lpiperlx-•"m.com
A BEAtmfUL CANDI.EUGHT OiAPf.l..
Christian dt~m·h -.lchn~t G:ulinhu'l(•
orijlinal (~"C ll8J) Pbotogr:lphy, Oll1-tic,
nov.·as, Jacuzzi SUite<, Jiri.'J>UCCS,
c>nlaint'd nllni>lct'!l. R<!v. Ed Ta)·k>r, 11()()..
346-1779. hup.g;uhnho.tf!!t.napeb.cum
FALL MID-Wl'$1' COU.EcrQR C.AR SWAI'
MEET, Show & C ~tr.~l Sepl<.'ll1hc.T ll· I j _
lnt<:r.ol:ue C"..cnrcr, Rloominjllon-Nonn;d,
llhnoi.' Shop, huy,
!>pace av-Jil.thlt:.

...,u,

1nfnrrrution ;andd~-,ion.' f717124~7tiSS

Racer llrl Dance
Team Trrouts
sept. 1 & 2

Tryouts...Thursday 4 p.m.
You must be:
• Full-dme student
·Good academic standing
·Good physical condition

2. One who assisLc;

3. Growth hom1one

10. Partner
11. Cddmuion

13. Vile
14. Summary

17. Expanded
19. Bring in
21. Ccn1ral Or;tvidi;.tn
22. Shoreline
23. Mct:tl
24. Makes unhappy

4. Confused and vague

5. Confessed
6. Desert in souLhcm Israel
7. f.mrance fee
9. AuthoriQtion
12. GreaL fun
lS. Visualize
16. Ends
18. Embellishment
20. Used to have {Scottish)

SOLtmONS NEXT WEEK!

M~U ~tUO£NT M£Me.£tz.~tilV

-Hunan & Mandarin Cuisine
tat" ln & Take Out-

CAN fAT

I. Counlry-wcstcm group

S. Blemished
7. Assislc-d, in a w:ty
8. Female rume, ___lcnc

Questions? oorts ® 3088

S~ed;uan,

you

3-6 p.m.

carr Health south Gym

r--------------------------,
. C6tna ~uffet
All

UucsDOWN

Clues ACROSS

ANllQlfE & COUY.crQR CARS

$23 I ;Montl1

~UfffT

Must have aurent student id 3.lld registration to sign-up

11 a .m. - 8:30 p.m. Daily Buffet
Food Bar, Salad & Dessert Bar

Free Drinks with Coupon
10% Off with MSU I.D.
600 N. 12th St. (Next to Taco John's)
753-8916
Monday-Thursday: 10:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

L-----~~j~~_!~:~~~~~~~O-~~---.J

3 GREAT REASONS
TO JOIN
THE YMCA. TODAY!
SIGN-UP A FRIE.IVD or USE
111E FRF£ PASS BY

·~

• .:::;,

•

·~ P~e

•·~
• ~ Fn:t:

SEPTEMBER 6 AND
: ~ tap "riJQ
•
~ AIUJic
BE EI\7'ERED IN A
•• ~ Aer-o,.--vor
lc f"J..._
TO lVlJV A FREE SEMESTER •
.vocaae,
PASS FOR SPRING OF 1999!
I

Hair Studio
Welcome Back Students

Coupon
$3 Off Haircut
Expires Sept. 31

••••••••••••••••••

I

•

I

(\i'EU.<tiV..tRD I SDIIS1'Dl PASSDJ

EACH WEEK WE OFFER
OVER 20 HOURS OF
AEROBIC CLASSES FOR
FlJN AND FITNESS!
,_ bltl. tidt)

TION~/VHON£
OR 1510 Cbestnull5 Poitii.SI
OR i53429.5

Visit us online!
·n1e Y:\tCA is a great place Lo work. to \'oluntct.·r 01 do ;u1 iutl'm:llup. Call for details .

•
Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
~ ~··'1cluccd

I

~·o

by The Murray State !VeU'S in cooperation
with LDD, Inc.-Clearly Lhe Best!
sul»cribe to I.DDi\'ot call 1-800-455-1608.

Freshmen Senator Application deadline Sept. 9, 11oon
Mandatory Canadidate meeting Sept. 9, 4 p.m. Barkley Room
Freshmen Elections: Sept. 23 8:30a.m.- 4:30p.m. Curris Center 2nd Floor
Pickup application in the SGA office. Questions call ext. 6951
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enrich your college
experience:

0

_t...Vfl(!W :The ~gislative Branch

~

Freshmen Elect1ons

•Sept. 9. noon Applications due in SGA Office
•Sept. 9 4 p.m. Mandatory candidate meeting (Barkley Room)
•Sept. 23 8:30a.m.· 4:30p.m. Elections Curris Center 2nd Floor

Positions Available
• Publication Be Public Relations (Web page maintenance)
•Senator of education
•Sept. 15
Senate applications due by 4:30 p.m. in SGA Office
•Sept. 16
Senate interviews 5 p.m.

SGA Events
•Sept. 1·4 Poster Sales 2nd Floor Curris Center 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.
•Sept. 16 • 17 Blood Drive Curris Center Ball Room 10 a.m.· 5 p.m.
•Sept. 19 World Games Curris Center Ball Room
• Nov. 12 Video Bingo Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge 11 a.m.
• Nov. 18 Gene Simmons (Singer) "A Tribute to Garth Brooks"
• Dec. 6 Hanging of the Green

AND INTRODUCING A NIW LOOK FOR AN OLD FACE•••

:The Pro2ramming Branch
Family Weekencf:'

Join us Sept. 11 Be 12 for a weekend of fun in the newly opened RSEC
•Tent City
• Bill Fry • Comedian
• Residential College Competition
• Ultimate Obstacle Course
• Band and OJ
• Roving Artists
• Food and Beverage (For Purchase)
•Video BuHons and Much More
Family reception following Racer/WKU Game
•Stewart Stadium

Homecoming : Murray State - Now and Forever
· Join us for a celebration of MSU tradition, ceremony and pride.
•sept. 16 Homecoming Queen nominations due
•Sept. 25 Banner Be Parade entry forms due
•Oct. 3 Homecoming : Parade 9:30. a.m. Tent City 11 a.m. Pre-Game Activities 2:30 p.m.
Racers vs. UTM 3 P..m.
·

Lecture • Friendship in the age of Aids:

•Oct. 12 Joey Goldman Be T.J. Sullivan· speakers 7p.m. Lovett auditorium
CAB committee positions available for more info contact ext. 6951
CAB meets weekly at 5p.m. on the 3rd floor of the Curris Center

Judicial :The Judicial Branch
board The judicial body of SGA will have meetings every Thursday at s p.m.
The members also effectively represent student interests on the University Judicial Board.

Further info:
• Every Monday - Thursday movie nights at Cheri 3 theaters. All students, faculty, and staff
get in for $3 W/MSU ID.
.
• Final Fridays on the last Friday of every month a movie will be shown in the Curris Center
Theatre.
To Contact us for more information:
•Call 762·6951 .. SGA Office
•The office is located on the 1st floor of the Curris Center
•sga@murraystate.edu ·e-mail
•hHp://start.at/sga ·online calendar
•Call762·5420 The New Hotline • Updated weekly with SGA events

Remember we are here for you!
We strive to offer you opportunities to become a part of your campus.
Let's make this year great!
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